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APPENDIX No. I 

'lo 

JoHN VmnT, Esquire, 

RwemAs Oommi88itmer, POOfla. 

SIB, '. 
In compliance with instructions received from you, we have effectJd a. meeting for the purpose of taking 

into consideration the documents explanatory of the system of settlement being pursued in the North-Western 
Provinces, received from the Government of India, and tendering our opinions as to the expediency of a.dopting 
therefrom any measures .calculated to improve the plan of operations for the Survey and Assessment 'of 'the 
Deccan, proceeding v.nder ov superintendence. Having given the subject our most attentive consi.deration. 
we now beg to submit the following Report. • 

2. In proceeding to consider the applicabili.ty of the plan of settlement, followed in the North-Western 
Provinces, to the Deccan, we shall, in the first instance, brie1ly refer to the mo>t important points in which ·the 
circumstances of the two countries differ, as the fitness of any public measure must be determiited with reference' 
to the usages obtaining in the country where it is proposed for a.doption. · · 

3. In the North-Western Provinces, the land tax is assessed npon estates generally comprising many 
occupancies, inste_ad of u.pon single fields, as here. .An estate may be a single village, o~ occasionally o~y part 
of a village ; an aggregation of villages, or parts of villages ; and instead of being sii:D.ply ·the propert)JI of one 
individual, is almost invariably that of many proprietors, who are jointly responsible for the payment of the land 
tax, which is assessed on the _estate in the lump. In the Deccan, on the contrary, the existing divisions of land 
are usually fields of moderate size, capable of being conveniently cultivated by one person ; 'these divisions have 
been preserved in our settlement, and the land tax fixed independently upon each. :An estate, therefore, in tlie 
North-W esterll acceptation of the term, may comprise one or many of su.ch fields, arid be the property of one 
or many persons; the chief distinction of the two being the difference of size, in the division of land upon which 
the tax is fixed. The assessment, aowever, in the Deccan, has not beau fixed upon fields, in consequence of the· 
non-existence of estate ; fJr there are divisions of land, held by ·brotherhoods of Meerasdars or Proprietors, which 
seem to correspond very nearly with the Mehals of the North-Western Provinces; nor from the absence of 
Mouzas, for the whole country is apportioned into villages, which, however, dilfer from those of the North
Western Provinces, in their greater size, and in comprising within their limits not one, or few, but numerous 
Estates, having actual possessors, v.nder the denomination of Meerasdars, or which, from the extinction of the 
original proprietors, have lapsed to Government, or become "Gutkool,"'but are still known by distinctive 
appellations. · 

. . . 
4. We do. not feel onrselves competent to canvas the North Western system, with reference to the coun-

try where it is found ; but it appears imperative to show that the- objections preferred by the Sudur Board of 
Revenue against tae Ma.dras Ryotwar settlements, in their letter dated 20tll March 1838, to the a.ddre88 of the 
Officiating Secretary to the Right Honorable the Governor General, are in no wise applicable to the system now 
pursued in the Deccan, and at the same time brie1ly to take notice of the chief advantages brought forward by 
the Board as distinctive of the North-Western systA!m, bu,t which we believe to be equally .secured by ours; 
and in doing so, we shall take up the Sllbjects in the order observed by the Board. 

I. WITH RBFBBBNCB TO 'tllll: BIZB AND NATURB OF THB EBTATBS, AND TRB JIBANB T.U:BI!I TO BFFBC'l 

A SuBVBY or TKBII. 

5. It is objected by the Board to the Ma.dras system, that the Sllrvey is confined to " a few Estates 
scattered over the face of the country, which have been. created and assigned to certain individuals.'' 
With us no Estates have been created or disturbed. Snch as existed, exist still, and here, equally as 
in the North-Western Provinces, a whole district is divided into villages; each of these villages has its 
known boundaries ; the position, extent, and capabilities of each village have been determined and recorded. 
We ha.ve further an accurate record of the extent, capability, and position of each field or number within 
the village, and though we have no scientific delineation of the boundaries of villages, we have yet maps 
showing the relative position of fields, rivers, roads, sites of buildings, wastes, &c., prepared with care, by 
natives, under the superintende~ce of E11.ropean Officers, which we believe nffi.cient for all useful purposes, 
and certainly, judging from the papers before u.s, much superior to the Khusreh map of. the North-

B 183-1 
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Western Provinces. An Estate, or holding, may consist of one or more fields, and be held, as in the Nortl. 
Western Provinces, in severalty or by many co-parceners, 11Dder joint responsibility ; but the circumsta.ncea ottl 
the assessment being fixed upon fields instead of Estates, and of no portions of different Estates being included 
within one field, rendera any further apportionment or allotment of the tax unnecessary, and admits of the 
freest transfer of property, whether by judicial process or private agreement. 

6. It is stated by the Board that in Madras " the extension of cultivation without a corresponding incre&M 
"of demand is strictly interdicted," but "that in the North Western Provinces each village, and consequentlJ 
''each Estate, contains a quantity of waste and culturable land, "and the proprietor, during the period of the· 
" settlement, is entitled to the whole profits of all he can make out of this land without any increased demand, 

· " although the amount of waste land has generally some considerable influence upon the Collector in setting 
"his Jumma.." The case here-is the same as.in Madras, but it is most certain t]lat this has not been found to 
oppose any obstacles to the extension of cultivation. On the contrary, 8s has already been brought to the 
notice of Government, in all districts of the Deccan yet settled by us, cultivation has increased with unexam. 
pled rapidity, so much so as to give occasion for apprehending it to have extended beyond what the accumul&. 
tion of capital would warrant, and, at all events, fa.r beyond any previous anticipation. And it may be also 
argued in favor of this mode of settlement, that by it Governmene is enabled to fix the Jumma of a district, in 
the prospect of the waste being brought gradually under cultivation, and th118 ensure the demand being lightest 
in the early years of the settlement, which admits of a more rapid accumulation of capital in those years, tB 
be employed in bringing the waste under cultivation, than would be possible with an invariable annual demand 
settled ~t an average of what the district is anticipated to yield during the whole term ?f the lease. 

7. In Madras, as stated by the Board, the survey was not checked by any professional measurement, sa 
that its correctness must have rested more upon the honesty of the measures than the superintendence of 
European authorities, while the absence of maps is considered an insuperable objection to any survey professing 
to specify the contents of each field. The latter objection does not apply to the present survey of the D~. 
which is illustrated by~ maps B1Ip6rior to the Khn.slahs of the North-Western Provinces; and the work 
·of the Native measurers is also coocked by a professional :measurement, by European Officers, not, however, by 
by su.rVeying the whole area of a village, but more effectively, it is believed, by selecting and re-snrveying • 
portion of the work of each measurer in every village. The work of our Native measurers is performed by 
means of a cross staff and chain, as we believe has been adopted in the latest surveys in England, where great 
accuracy in ascertaining the areas of small spe.ces is an object; an <I in proof of the aecmacy attainable by this 
description of measurement, as well as of the efficiency of the check kept up by the European Officers, we may 
add that the average amount of error in the Deccan Survey, has recently been brought within 2 per cent, 
farther accuracy than which, even if obtainable, would in a practical point of view be useless. The maps have 
also been laid down of late by o-qr Native measurera according to a scale, and admit of being constructed with 
an extraordinary degree of accuracy, considering that this is done without the aid of instruments for measur
ing angles. We take the present opportunity to forward, for the inspection of Government, copy of one of 
these maps for the village of Koombharee, in the Chandore Talooka of the Nnggnr Collectorate. 

8. It is remarked by the Board "that the :Musahat records, prep&red according to Regulation VTI. of 
" 1822, specified many trifling and insignificant peculiarities of soil and produce, which have, however, been 

, " subsequently discontinued as useless." At the time of Mr. Pringle's survey of the Deccan there were some 
very detailed and intricate recQrds prepared, under the name of Kyfeeuts, which we have also found it expe
dient to do away with as useless, and tendibg by their great length and complexity to involve in obscurity, 
rather than elucidate, the subjects of which they treat, and by their very bulk to render the detection of errora 
a. matter of impossibility. • 

9. From the 18th to 24th paras. of their letter, already quoted, the Boarl describe Sir T. Munro's 
system of classification and assessment, and give it as their opinion "that a detailed clasSification such as his 
" would, if made with tolerable accuracy, be sufficient for the purpose of assessment and the future manage- j 

" ment of Estates, where property in land attaches exclusively to the Government, no parties existing intenne- • 
"diately between the State and the actual cultivatora of the soil, who have a right to regulate rents, and enjoy 
·" a portion of them, but would not be adequate to those purposes where proprietary righta are recognized 8.8 

" attaching to individuals, and a title to change the rent of fields or to disregard the customs by which the 
"amount of them has. always been regulated, at the pleasure of the ruli.ng authority, is neither claimed, nor 
"asserted," .AB proprietary rights are fully recognized under our settlement, and the Board's objections, if. 
applica.ble to Sir T. Munro's system, are equally so to ours, we deem it incumbent to state our reasons for 
believing the Board to have arrived at a mistaken conclusion upon this important point. It appeara to 1lil, that 
a. proprietary right in land can only be destroyed by the imposition of an assessment so heavy as to absorb the 
whole of the rent, for as long as the assessment falls in any degree short of the rent, the portion remaining will 
give a value to the land, and enable its possessor to let or sell it, which of necessity constitutes him a preprietor. · 
Whether or not Sir T. :Munro disregarded the rights of the real proprietora, and recorded the land simply in 
the names of the actual occupants, who thus became responsible for the payment of the assessment, we do not 
think it necessary to inquire ; but we unhesitatingly record that our settlement recognizes all existing proprie
tary rights, and that the proprietor bas the" fullest liberty to assign his land to under tenants upon whatever terms 
he chooses, and which right is everywhere exercised. The imposition of a land tax upon every field in England 
would no more destroy proprietary rights than the existence of tithes does at the present moment, and it is the 

• The Kyfeeute prepared for many of the 1illagea a.saesaed by }h. Pringle were upwardll of 300 yarda iD leagth.. 
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amount, not the mode of asseBII1Ilent, that could by possibility do this. An assessment in excess of the rent would. 
destroy proprietary rights in the North-Western Provinces, equally as in Madras, while one less than it, 'Would 
preserve or constitute them alike in both countries. If, therefore, the value of land or property in land has been 
destroyed in Madras, the cause is to be sought for in the exorbitancy of the assessments, not in the mode of its 
imposition. 

10. The Board also allege, that Sir T. Munro's classification was greatly vitiated by fraud, and further, 
"the details enjoined were so minute that their successful accompliShment, even by men. of the most upright 
" intentions, was impossible." With the correctness or otherwise ~f former classifications we have little to do,. 
but may state our opinion, that any classification performed by natives of this country, unless subject to regular 
and rigid test by European Officers, would prove incorrect. We have not the means of determining whether or 
not the details of Sir T. Munro's classification were so minute as to render it impossible for men of upright in
tention t\) accomplish it successfully; but we feel assured that the system of ciasSm.cation followed here is capable 
of being, and has been, executed with a degree of correctness sufficient for all pmctical purposes. · . · 

11. There being in all countries a regular gradation in the value of soils, ~m those of the highest to the 
lowest fertility, the most natnral moae of classi.fioa.tion would appear to be to divide this gradation into a certain 
number of classes, which might be more or less numerous,· according to the value of the land in the country to 
be classified, and the consequent difference in the amount of assessment that would be occasioned by referring · 
a particular soil to one or other of two adjoining classes. We have adopted, for the portion of the Deccan to 
which our operations have as yet extended, nine classes or gradations, to one ·of :which,. every peculiarity 
'of soil has been referred ; and these we have reason for believing to be sufficiently numerous. The relative • 
value of the various peculiarities of soil, is in every country intimately known to the a!¢cul~ classes 
engaged in their tillsge, and this knowledge,' especially in India, where the application of capital to, and its 
consequent effect on thE! natural value of land, is so limited, may be acquired by a native agency, if. not already 
familiar, and also by th!' European Officers, whose duty it is personally tQ superintend the executiQP- of the 
classification. Should any doubt be entertained of this, it will, we think, be at on,ce removed, by ·the evidence 
we shall presently have to adduce of its successful accomplishment. · 

' 12. Before the value of any field or other portion of land can be ascerta.ined, it is, of course, necessary to 
know what descriptions of soil, and what proportions of each, exist within it; and for this purpo~, the classifier, 
upon our system, minutely examines the field, digging at intervals over its whole surface, to ascertain the depth 
and quantity of the soil &.'1 well as the nature of the sub-soil. From this examination he is enabled to assign 
the several varietes of soil, in their proper proportions, to one or more of ,the nine classes above refe~ to, 
which particulars he records in his field book with other extraneous circumstances, should there be such, affect
ing the value of the field. From this return we are at once enabled to ascertain the average quality of the soil, 
as well as the relative value of any field. 

13. A proportion of these returns is subsequently subjected to test by the European Officer, who, in com
pany with another classifier, unacqua.i!tted with the classification already made and recorded, gc}es again over the 
same ground, and these make their independent cl8ssification of its soils. · Should their results correspond, the 
accuracy of the test is established, ana the correctness or otherwise .of the original classification is ascertain
ed from its .comparison with the test ; and as this duty of accompanying the Officer is not confined to one, but de· 
volves in turn, on every Native cla.ssi.6.er, it is evident that the nature of this check tends to produce uniformity of 
classification, by bringing the opinion of each. classi.6.er into immediate contrast with that of his fellows, and of 
the Officer himself, and so enabling the latter at once to detect and remedy any deviations from the general 
standard. This test is systematic, and extends to every village ; while we, at the same time, endeavour to make 
it return as frequently as possible to the work of every classifier, and take care that it should never be allowed 
to fall much in arrear. The proper execution of this test is deemed the principal duty of the Survey Officers, 
as a slight error in the classification affects the amount of asseasment, more than a gross error of m~ent. 

14. Our classification requires not only a good eye and judgment to distinguish between the different gra
d~tions of soil, but also tact in estimating the proportions of each, in the field under inspection ; and to the 
difficulty of this latter operation may be referred most of the errors brought to light by our system of check. 
we find, however, that such accuracy has been attained as to reduce the errors arising from all sources so much, 
that the total error in a whole field rarely amounts to the difference between the vu.lue of two contiguous classes, 
nnd as we have nine of these, it is evident that such an error is inconsiperable, and cannot possibly vitiate the 
work ; and the object of classification being to ascertain the relative values of different portions of land, this will 
be sufficiently attained for practical purposes when the resulting assessment is found not to interfere with culti. 
vation, and where the waste lands of a district are unifonnly brought under tillage, without any greater anxiety 
to obtain or shun particular fields being observable than can be accounted for on considerations independent of 
the assessment. • And that this is the case here, we can abundantly prove, for in every district, and not in 
every district merely, but in every village, whatever its peculisrities of soil or situation, having any considerable 
portion of arable waste at the time of settlement, a mar ked extension of cultivation has B'Ubsequently taken place 

II. BAsis or AssxssKBNT. 
15. It is unnecessary to refer particularly to the Board's description of the Madras mode of fixing the assess

ment, the Government demand here, as well as in theN orth-Western Provinces, never having been assumed at any 

• In choosing a field, a Ryut does not look to the asaessm.mt alone, but also to the convenience of ita position with reference 
to the rest of the farm, and many other evident considerations which it ia needless to parlicularize. 
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portion o£ the gross produce. From the directions for arriving at the fair ai~~ount o£ Government de. 
mand, laid down in the Board's settlement circular of the 9th Aprill839, it would apj,ear that there is 
in reality no material difference between their and our mode of fixing this amount. :' Our method of proceeding 
will generally agree with that described in the 81st, 82nd, and 83rd paragraphs of rthe above-quoted circular, 
the present condition of the agricultural classes, the state of particular villages, the: amount of the Government 
realizations, the prices of produ~e, and similar considerations, compared with those o:f preceding years, affording 
us the chief ground work for determining satisfactorily what abatement or addition s~ould be made to the existing 
Jumma. We also, by a similar process, arrive at an opinion of what the rates of the different soils should be, 
and by applying these to the ascertained area and classification, we find what amoun~ of Jumma these rates will 
produce, and by examining whether this is as much in abatement, or excess, of the ~xisting Jumma, as our pre
viously formed opinions had led us to think necessary, we are enabled to correct our ~rst estimate of the appro
priate amount, of Jumma, and thereby finally settle our rates. This is in effect, as we ll.llderstand it, the North
W esteni system, with little modification. 

16. In the North-Western Provinces fnl'ther modifications have been made in the assessment of particular 
estates, in order to accommodate the present settlement to that previously existing, and whlch, appear to .have 
been rendered necessary by the marked difference of industry and agricultural skill in the vario-.ls · communities 

Vide 92nd para. of Budder 
Board's Revenue Circular, dated 
9th April 1839. 

of proprietors and cultivators located in the different villages. The Board regret 
the existence .of such a necessity, and it has been theil' object to equalize, as far 
as possible, the Government demand. Here, however, such marked distinctions 
in the several classes of cultivators are not. observable, and have never been re

cognized as a reason for exemption from assessment. The modifications in question are, therefore, happily 
unnecessary, and all villages· possessing equal advantages of position, water, soil, and climate, have been 
assessed alike. 

17. From' the difficulty of ascertaining the true rent of different descriptions of land, we have not assumed 
any theoretical proportion .of this for the standard of our assessment ; but we fully coincide in the justice of the 
principle of limiting the Government demand to a portion of the true rent, and believe 50 to 80 per cent. thereof, 
as laid down by the Board, would form a liberal assessment, and that this principle, if capable of being carried 
into practice, would prove an invaluable blessing to the agricultural classes of India, and introduce a new era -
in their history. And we further ascribe to the fact of a portion of the rent having been seldom, if ever, left to 
the proprietor or cultivator in Ina.ia, the characteristic wretchedness of its agricultural population, rather than 
to any peculiarities marking its different systems of revenue management. 

III. WAsTE LANns. 
•, 

18. 'Ve have already, in para. 6th of this letter, made some remarks upon waste lands, but we may here 
take occasion to record our belief, that the absence of any extension of cultivation in the Madras districts, 
brought to notice by the Board under this division of the subject, was not a consequence of the waste being 

Vide paras. 48 to 66 of Board's 
letter dated 20th ~larch 1838 
(No. 102). 

assessed, but of both it and the cultivate!f land being over assessed. Cowles 
may be necessary under over-assessment to prevent a rapid ~iminution of 
cultivation, as by their means the cultivator is enabled to pay from the produce 
of his cowlee land the full rates of assessment upon the rest of his holding 

which would otherwise be impossible, and wherever they exist, the~ we should at once expect to find over 
assessment. 

19. Under a fair and equitable assessment we think cowles not only unnecessary, but injurious; for their 
inevitable effect is to stimulate the cultiva~or to engage for more land than he has the means of profitably 
cultivating, and by so doing, to retard the agricultural advancement of the country in which they obtain. We. 
ha've already stated that, in the districts settled by us, cultivation is rapidly extending, without any advantitious 
aid whatever, as we believe would be the case anywhere under a liberal assessment; and we therefore think it 
unnecessary to offer any further observations on _this head. 

IV. MoDE oF SET'l:LEMENT. 

20. The ~ode of annual settlements described by the Board as existing in the Madras districts, does not 
differ materially from that hitherto followed in" the Deccan. The complexity 
and detail observable in this, however, are almost wholly due to over-a~sess
ment, and to the absence of any uniform and simple system of accounts; this 

' 
Vide paras. 57 to 61 of Board' a 

letter last quoted. . 

important part of revenue management having hitherto been left to the discretion of the Collector, or his Native 
establishments for the time being. 

21. The tour made by the Mamln.tdar and his Establishments, for the purpose of taking engagements from 
the cultivators, and ascertaining what lands they wish to give up, or take, in addition to their previous holdings, is 
not only unnecessary, but highly prejudicial. It is sufficient for Government to know what lands a.re actn1ly under 
cultivation in each year; and this information may be fully obtained by one annual field inspection, conducted by 
the village Officers in concert with a Carcoon from the district establishment. The correctness of this return could 
be tested with facility, by the Mamlutdar and his chief Carcoon, as well as by the Collector, his assistants, or trust. 
worthy members of their establishments, deputed for the purpose; and this duty, even now, though capable of being 
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.greatly simplifte~ is executed- With exactness, in pr~f of which 'we . may mention, tluLt ~in the i wliol~ Course . 
of our duties as Superintendents of Survey, and Assistant Collectors, which have entailed a niost extensive exa· · 
mination of the lands of villages,· we have only met in the Deccan with· some six or seven instances of concealed 
cultivation. Some fustances of orie cultivated field being entered iii . the accounts in the place of another; have 
indeed been noticed, but the introduction of maps under the new settlement will prevent the occurrence of such . 
errors. From this ·annual inspection of fields, the village accountant .frames an Asameewar Stateme:Ut, from 
which the Mamlntdar mS:kes 8.n abstract for each· village, and from these agairi one· for his whole district, and 
these·comprise every thing requisite for the completion of a Ryutwar Jnmmabundee,. : · .. 

. 22, Tli~ ·revenue iS" collected by the Vmage Offi~rs, ~d paid fu~: th~···:Ma~~ta~l''s ~sury 'by regular. 
mstalments of 86 many a.Dnas in each rupee'; and tO· p~v'ent hand on th~ part of ~heGo:v~rnment Officers, e_;,ery 
Ryut_is furnished· with a receipt book, :iii which his paymen~s a~ requlrei!- to .. be immediately noted by the 
village accou~tant, and signed by him and by th~ Paten.~· The same oper~tion is repeateq ~.the day book and 
ledger of .the accountant, ~nd in like nianner the revenue due from ea.CP, village ; and all payments on account . 
the:r:eof are entered in the books of the Mamlutdar: :· So effectively -~oes this plan work, that frauds of any de· 
scription have become, as you are well aware, matters of rare occurrence.. . . ; . .·· 

,. • , ' • • • • •. r • • • • k, : • • - • ~ -. •' •• j • • '• _- - > , ... , J • • 

· 23. The variations of the annual . demands in·: Mad;ras are . attributed 'by the Board to six causes ; but in· 
Vide 58th para.· of B~ard's letter, distr1<$ where our settlements have been ·. iJJ.troduced, such varia~i.ons are limit~ 

of 20th March 1838. ' ed to tw~, viz'~; . . · · · ,' · ;'·,, '· .· . ,, . . . ·. 
I. An increase.or· dllirinution of the quantity ofl~d,in cultivatio'R~·~: ·· ,. · ·' • · 

u;:. Renrlssions on ~c~t offailure ofcroJ>~, or p~~erty-~f R~t~.: ·: : ~;.·,~ .· . ' · ~: .. :. . 

. 24~ The first is essential to. 0~ system, -~d ~e hold to ~ one 0~ its grea~~t ~dv~~ges, as lea-ring -the 
• Ryut at perfect liberty to enlarge or contract his cultivatjon; as :his individual, circumstances may render 

e~p~di~n~.~~' .. ,~ ::.> .. ->~ · .. :.~;/.:,_'/: .. :·. ;.--, .. _ .. :; :<.:,: .. ,~·,.·-~··;· .. :.-,· .', .. !. :··· · 

. ·· _.·. 25. . ThE? seoond )nus~ we. apprehe~ b~ ~o, a. greater or less. exfient attendant upon any settlement in India; ' 
~here seasons are so very uncertain, .and g-eneral failures of .th& ~est l>y,;no ;mea.ns .unfrequent~ '- Under the 
new settlenients here, .remissions have ,afre~y oocome quiw. inconsid,eraple, and we hB.v~ reason for believing; 
~hat in a. very .few -years more, a.a th~ circun;tStanceE!:i:l:f the cUltivatol'IJ imp~ve, they ought in ordinary, seasons 
tobelittlemore'iihannominal •... · · , ,._!·"·'~·:.": •.. ,·,_,.:·:· .. ;•·::·.···-:·. ,,_., . .'. : .. ~-.-.:_.·: .•. :, .~ . .-,' · · 

·~ • ·~·>· i , ... ,A 0 no\...~;; <'' l ;, ,.._~- o ·_;~J ~ . v.- BA:LANcEs or REVENUE.-'. _,. · .. ,. ,_,. ,-:" :•_ .•. ,_ '. • . : .. , ..... , \~' ~ .. {_. ~;·~~·~~~·.··~ :·-.·::. - t 
• • • ·, . • . . . f!,. 

.26. Upon this head we have merely to r,ecord our ~mpression, that no balances o:Q. account of land revenue 
•_ Videfaras. 63 to 66 of Board's. contracted_ subsequent-~ t~e new s.ett~e~e~t. eXist in any of the ~vise~ districts;_ 
letter o 20th March 1838. . . no~ do we apprehend the slightest danger of such hereafter ac~nmUlatin~ under 

~h~most~~dinaryexerciseof_ca.reo~_thepartoftheColle?tor!, :· > .. : ,' ·_, ,_·0:"<~~-~:·:~~~··:_,.· ... ·.":':· ....... . 
· · ; , . . ' VI . .AVERA~E RATE or .AssESSMENT>~· ' • ·, . . 

·,, .• ; .,·,··.,,:' ... _.,::~ -~-,':--.~:_ ·,.,; ··'·· .·.;;;:·_ <-~~--"'---~;..:_'-~--"···"-_: ,..:,: .. -.. : ... ~:-'·:~ ......... . ,.~.;-~---_··'•:' .. . 
. , .27. :We forbear o:fiermg any :~:emarks upo:Q. this divisioJt of the slibject,.under ~-belief 'th&.t no us8fUI con~ 

·:vid.& paras. 67 -t0-7o of Board's,. cl~ion.. can be ,derived fro~ its .discussion, without a.n infunate acqU:aintance 
letter o! 20th, March 1838. ...... , :- • -~th the ~a.ciou!l !ol8.pabiljties of the countries,.brought und~r eompa.rison.; , ' -.. 

. . . ~ . .. . . . vn. ·s~EABLE VALU~ OF LAN~ . . : ·,,_ -... , ••• ' . ~ 
-: . .. . . ' .. ' .. ' . . : ~ . . . . •' .- .. _, "~ :' _, : ~- : . 

28. · Owing to- the racking system prevale~t in the latter years- of the· Peishwa's. Government, and over. 
• Paras. 71 to 79 of Board's lett~r · assessment throughoit ,ov administmt~on, sales of land .have become a~· little 

:of 20th Marc~ ~838; · . . • known in. the Deccan as in' Madras. Irrigated Jand, however,-(which _is (rf ~~ 
· considerable extent in _the .Deccan,) has gene:rally retaine~ some small marketable value, and a large PI'?portio:n 

of this land is' now undel' mortgage. NotWithstanding this anniliila.tion of the value _of land, little revolution 
o"i'property has taken place, owing to the pecUliar nature of 'the :Meera.~-- tenure, which, until of late y~ars, 
seems to have prevented it being sold, either in execution of. judgment of Courts ·or for ~arrears of Revenue,- , 
a fortunate :result,~ ill one point of view.,· a.s having enabled. the 8.ncie11t . proprietors t-o.· :retain possession Of their 
lands until the present time, .when there is every prospect of thei.r acquiring a. co:nsiderl:lble valne.• . The new 
settlements hav~ nowhere been in operation for a. sufficient period to awnit of any certain' or general conclusions' 
behig drawn regarding their .effect. on the value of Ia~d i but the eagerness of.MeerMdars to become repossessed 
of such portions of_ their estates as, have fallen. into the hands of· others, and the. competition of different _cui~ . 
tivators for' portions of waste, would seem·to indicate that all descrivtions of land are rapidly acquir!ng a value; · 
an~ we have little cloub~ but that in' the course of a. few years they will become saleable with the _same.facility . 
as other descriptions. of property.;: .. ~· • -, , .· ,. ·': ::. · · ·· · · -- •· ''. · · 

.. I. . ,._ .·, 
· ' VIII,: EuE~SES o:F _Co~:i.E~~~:N~. · · 

*"·" '.- ~ ~ • ~. - . • • ' ;- • ... • ' •• 

:.. .. 
. . . ' - .. 

29. The Boaro disc~s a.tsonie lerigth t:W~ ·ct.~estioD.,' -~~t mqre· with the .View :o~ d~ro~g the ~ast 
Vide :Paras. so to 89 ~f Board's superiority- that has been· claim~d for' the Ryutwar over the village plan of 

letter or 20t~ March 1838. . . .· settlement, o:Q. the' score of economy, 'than of deciding absolu~ely as to the expense 
B 183-2+- •· - - • . . . .. . 
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of the two systems. We see nothing to be gained by the continuance of this discussion, which would also re. 
quire more detailed information than is . in our possession, and can hardly, in our opinion, be considered a 
practical question, with reference to this part of the country, where great part of the expense of collection is 
made up of land and shares of the Jnmma, alienated to hereditary district and village Officers, which are vested 
rights, and could not be got rid of under any system . 

. IX. DEPENDENCE ON NATIVE FUNCTIONARIES. 

30;. W a fully concur with the Board in ascribing the prevalence of fraud in the Madras districts to the 
Vide paras. 90 to 105 of Board's peculiarities of the system of management there followed, which offer so many 

letter of 20th March 1838. · opportunities for extortion and peculation, aa, in our opinion, to render their pre· 
vention impossible by the most active vigilance and care on the part of the European authorities ; and we also 
believe, that the aid of informers, and the enmity of one man to another, relied upon by the Madras Collectors 
as some check upon the evils of their system, are as little to l,e trusted to for the protection of the interests of 
the cultivators and Government, as they are certainly calculated to aronso the worst passions of our nature, 
demoralize the native community, and bring the European character into disrepute. 

31. The Board justly observe, that, "in addition to the sources of peculation arising out of the Collections 
of a fixed demand, which exist equally in theN orth-Western Provinces and in the Madras districts, there are in 
Vide 90th para. of Board's letter the latter all the opportunities arising out of a fluctuating demand;" an objec .. 

of 20th March 1838. _ tion, however, which does not apply to the system here, where the demand during 
the period of the settlement is as certain and invariable as in the North-Western Provinces; that is to say, that. 
the person who engages for the cultivation of any number of fields, is perfectly aware beforehand of the amount 
of assessment he will have to pay in consequence, while he has the most perfect liberty to cultivate them in what 
manner, to raise what crops, and to effect what improvements he pleases, without the .amount of his annual 
payments being thereby in any way affected ; and we apprehend this to constitute a degree of security and 
certainty as perfect as can be wished for. With us, the Collector has no power to modify the demand as fixed 
upon each field for the term of the settlement, ·except when abatements are required in particular instances ou 
account of failure ·of_ crops; but such, as we have already stated, will become less and less necessary, by per
severance in moderate assessment, and the improvement in the circumstances of the proprietors that will thereby 
be occasioned.. Practically speaking, the amount of these remissions has become so trifling in the districts set
tled by us, as to leave very little opening for fraud or collusion. 

32. One great advantage of a fixed field assessment, is the freedom and independence it secures to every 
propriQtor or cultivator within the village, by the safeguard it offers against oppression or over-exaction on the 
part of our Revenue Officers or other influential person ; for (with a full knowledge· of the prevalence of abu '!es 
in former years) we conceive it hardly possible no~ that a Deccan Rynt should not know the amount of assess
ment on the fields he holds in cultivation, or should submit to pay more without immediately bringing the 
grievance to the notice of the Mamlntdar, Mahalknree, or European authority.• 

33. · In theN. W. Provinces, owing to the greater size of the portions of land on which the assessment 
is fixed, these advantages must necessarily, in our opinion, be less. With us, if the field be the prop9rty of one 
person, he can be in iw· doubt a:s to the sum he has to pay, and he cannot be obliged to pay more than is due by 
the oppression or defalcation of his neighbours, while, if it be the property of more than one, yet the number of 
the co-parceners must be small, and the intricacy of the relations constituting their dependence upon each other, 
and their consequent liability to· injury from ~ne or more of their body, proportionably less, as our fields· are 
smaller than the Mahals or estates of the North-Western Provinces. And we cannot but think that the nnm bet• 
and complexity of interests involved in making up the demand payable on these estates, must give opportunity 
for much oppression on the part of the r:icher and more influential members towards the poorer and feebler por-. 
tion of the community, and this opinion is confirmed by the statement of the vast number of cases connected 

Videl02nd para. of Mr.Thomason's with land brought before the Courts for adjudication sub3eqnent to the intra
Report on the Settlement of Azim- dnction of the present settlement, and also by other parts of the correspondence 
garh. before us. Mr. Thomason, indeed, states in the 49th para. of his Report on 
Azimgarh, that " a wealthy and intriguing man, who once get~ a footing in a village, will soon contrive tu 
" bring the interest of all the others to sale, and, by purchasing them, become himself the sole proprietor," and 
this extended system of compulsory joint responsibility would also appear to be unfavorable to industry and 
agricultural improvement, which, in common with other sources of national prospflrity, will generally flourish 
in proportion to the degree in which the efforts of individuals working for their own advantage a.re left 
unshackled. · 

X .. PRESERVATION OF lNDIAX TENURES. 

34. The existence of ~roprietary rights in the Madras districts, argued for at some length by the Board, has,_ 

• By the appointment of Mahalkurries, the Cutchery of a head Native Revenue and Police Officer has been bought within 
a day's journey of every village ; and you are well aware that the avenues of redress thus opened up to the Ryut are fully equal 
to the occasion, and that cases of oppression or over-exaction on the part of the village Officers have become as rare as they were 
once common, while the checks established upon the conduct of the :Mamlutdars and Mahalkurries, added to the confidence ac
quired by the cnltivatora in their ability to obtain redress from the European authorities, render it almost impossible for the 
former to stiOe complaints, or at least much too dangerous to attempt under any but most extraordinary temptation. . . 
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Vide paru. 106 to 1!!0 of Board'• we are told, been denied or doubted, and we can understand the feeling of · 
letter of 20th March 1838. surprise with which such assertions mUBt have been received ; for, however the 
value of this right may have been affected by t.Uation, it is difficult to imagine over~see!M!eut to date from 
a period 88 remote, and to have been 80 unvarying in its nature, 88 to have prevented t1iis right ever rising 
into existence, or when once risen, to have continued 80 long 88 no~ only to ha'Ve destroyed its value,.but obli-
terated its very remembrance. · 

35. But the Board would seem further to infer, that this right existed in the form of joint proprietor- -
ship, 88 corporations, communities, municipalities, republics ; and for this opinion, in j,articular instances, there· 
are probably sufficient historical grounds ; but such tenures, where involving a common ownership an!l pa.rtioi-' 
pation of liabilities and advantages, appear to us in opposition to nature and such as could only be called into· 
existence by the force of peculiar circumetances. . . . 

36. In the ordinary course of affaire, men natually desire to separate their :Plterests 88 much as is poBBible. 
It is inconvenient even for brothera to possess the same bullocks, the same plough, the same fields, and the same 
house. The joint management and responsi'bility instituted by the Jesnits in Paraguay, was productive of the ' 
worst results. Under such a tenure, the industrious find that they are working for the idle, and the idle never 
feel the spur of want to urge them to exertion, and these inconveniences have been 80 severely felt, a8 to llave 
occasioned a separation of interest,-and rendered individual proprietorship general in every civilized oountry. 
H allowed thefreedom of choice, six persons would, we apprehend, divide an estate into six parts, rather than 
hold it in common. The joint owners of 1,000 guineas l!'onld !fot long keep them_ in a common p1l1'1!8o A 
family of brothers' would soon cease to live in the same room, and though the reverse of this might hold good 
for a single genmation, it is impossible to imagine it continuing through a long oourse of ages. 

37. We would not be misunderstood, however, aa asserting that a cmnmon agreem.eD.t for the purposes of 
Government is unnatural or uncommon; but we mean to say; that a· combination of interests for th8 purpose of 
dividing the profits of an estate, where this is found to exist, is unnatural. although we fully agree with the 
Board in thinking that the inhabitants of every village usually made their own &.rra.ngemenia, and were jointly 
reepoDijlole for the payment of the Government 88&e8Bment in olden times. ·We do not, however, infer frOm 
this the existence of a common property in the village lands, or the joint ownership. ~ a.re told is 80 common 
in the North-Western Provinces. Joint respoDB1Dility for the payment of the revenue, and joln.t village man-· 
agement, were, perhaps, universal in the Decca.n, but we can find n.o traces of joint ownership, and must llalieva 
that it never existed. The villages here a.re much larger than those of the North-W 8atem ProvinceS, but gener
ally contain a number of Thuls or Thickas, about the size of the Mehals or Eetatm of the latter, which; though 
divided oft' into distinct fields,. a.re commonly the property of persons of the same family. · Yet in these also we 
have no hesitation in stating our belief that joint ownership did not commonly.e:r:ist, but~ a~ at the same time,' 
-perfectly satisfied, that with a distinct and recognised division of fields and property, aeommo:li. respoDB1oility~ 
for, and joint payment of revenue did at one time, and in fact up to the accession of our rule, exist. Each field 
of this "Thul" or "Ticb" had its distinct o~er, ita :recOgnized proprietor, and had also ita established rate of 
assessment, fixed in some cases by Government, and in others by the village community, forming the limit of its 
owner's liabilities, ·except in the caae of the defalcations of other cultivators, which, in consequence of the 
revenue being collected from the village in the lump, the community. at large was required to make good, and .this 
was generally effected by an extra cess"on its several fields· or estates in Cultivation, in proportion to the amonni> 
of their regulated aesesement. It is clear, therefore, that this joint respoDB1Dility was the act of Government, 
and resulting from the mode in which ita revenues were oollected, but is altogether distinct from the question o~ 
ownership. Even under this system, however, the utmost care was taken by the community to ensure the proper 
proportion of the revenue being paid by each cultivator, and it was only in the last resort, when all other m~ 
had failed, that any defalcation was made good by a general cess on the lands of the village. · · 

38. The practice of imposing a distinct 88Bell8lllent upon each field, followed in our plan of settlment, is 
therefore strictly in accordance with ancient Clllltom.; but the system of joint payment. and responsibility, 
which is unjust in itself, and could not be permitted without again throwing the Jll8SB of cultivators and pro
prietors into the power of the village Offioeni and more influential memb8rs of the community, has been 
studiously avoided, and by this means every man's liabilities have been confined to his own concerns. 

. . 
Guu . .u. REllABIB. 

39. The Board conclude their letter with a lengthened and impressive summary of the evilS deemed by 
Vide pans. 123 to 141 of Boanl'a them inherent in the Ryotwar system, 88 evidenced by the wretched state of the 

letter of 20th March 1838. Madras districts, which they 'contrast with the· flourishing condition of the 
North-Western Provinces onder the present settlement, and thence deduce the immeasurable superiority of the 
village plan of management ; but, in our humble opinion, the immeasurable superiority observable in the North
W estem Provinces is the result of the moderation of the Government demand : the untllniable inferiority in the 
Madras management arises from the error committed, of imposing exorbitant and illiberal assessments. 

40. Many of the remarks made by the Board on the evils of the Ryotwar system appear to us to be true, 
and true only of over-taxation, whatever the system with which it is connected. And in characterizing any 
system where over-taxation has prevailed, we would say with the Board, that "it is found in connection with 
"the lowest state of pauperism and dependence. It cannot be .said to be preservative of Indian tenures-where 
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"it exists there can be no leases to uphold, and a possessory right will not be even claimed. That any system, 
" when over-taxation exiSts, can be dear to the people, can only be believed when men feel a pleasure in seeing 

" their dearest possessions torn from them to be given to others, and unless men 
Vide 123rd, 124th, and l26th " are found indifferent about the occupancy of fields on which they have bestow-

paras. of Board's letter of 20th th . labo . · be" all, · __ .1 h fro 
March 1838.. " ed ell' 'Q.rB m prenous years, mg at times nmu.y to c ange m 

" one field to another, as the assessment suits their fancy or convenience ; and 
" under such a system there must always be necessity for Government interference, and the surveillance of Gov. 
" ernment :inquisitors." "Every man must be degraded in his own opinion, and relegated to the state of per-
" petual pupilage. The honest manly bearing of one accustomed to rely on his own exertions can never be his-
" he can never show fort.h the erect and dignified independence of a man indifferent to the favor or frown of his 
"superior, accustomed as he must be to prefer perpetual remonstrances and solicitations, and abide the result • 

Vide 13sth P~ of Board's " with the most enduring llatience. His earnings, while his rent continues more 
letter of 20th March 1838. "than he can pay, are limited by 1;}j.e will of some meddling speculator; if they 
•• are brought to light he m11st pay for his indlU!try; if they are concealed, he must pay for the collusion," 

41. AU of these rem!l<rks are clearly applicable to over-taxation, although brought forward in proof of the 
evils of a Ryotwar settlement ; and that over-~tion, to a rlj.inous e:ttent, has existed in Madras, the Board 
themselves supply us with sufficient proof, when ihey state that in Coimbatoor the average annual settleJUent 
for the last ten years is about one-third, or 11,62,463 below the maximnm demand; and that in Canara, in 12f3, 
Fuslee, out of 51,449 verges, only 31,835 paid the I!laximnm., and in 20,163 verge, temporary or permanent de. 
ductions were ~llowed ; and the Board truly observe, that " lUlder sncl!. circumstances, however the cultivators 

Vide Ia9th para. of Board's JU&y exert themselves, the hope that by their indqstry they may at~ the stand. 
letter of 20th Karch 183:8. " ard assessment, and thereby reach a limit to the Government demand, is 
" absolute~y vain ; thence mu,st res~t inactio~ 11overty, dejection, an<l all the wors~ concomitants of oppressive 
" over-assessment." 

42. TheN. W. Provinces, from tqe E,eports l:)efore us, would appear to be naturally very productive, and 
to have had the benefit of a generally moderate asseB~JID.ent thronghout the term of 011-r administration. Enjoy .. 
ing als~ the security afforded l>y the stability of the British Government, it is not to be wondered at that they 
should have greatly improved in this period, and it can hardly be doubted that they will continue to do so, 
while this liberal management, which has been confi.rined and prolonged by the new settlement, continues. In 
:Madras, on the other hand, by a long COl!J'Be Qf previous oppression and misrule, the country had become great. 
ly impoverished when the Ryotwar. settlement~ were introd~ced, and these Jast were unhappily fixed to an 
amount so oppressive as .to repder their re~ation impossible, and give occasiQn for annual abetments, at the 
discretion of the CoUec~r. Tllls proved, as might have been expected, the soqroo of fra.qd, villany, and op
pression, to an almost unparalle~ed e~nt1 and ~!lao gave occasion to the vast and almost interminable details of 
the accounts, the minute investigation into t}j.e concerns Jl,nd the means of the c~tivators, and the tyrannies 
and oppressions of the Government ofti.cia~, 110 m~ch deprecated by the Board ; but all 'Yhich evils, it appears to 
us, might be as easily avoided in a Ryohyar 11ettJemept as in any other. 

43. When the Board shall have proved that a Ryotwar settlement is necessarily accompanied by over~ 
taxation, and that moderation of demand is impracticable in .connection with it,. then, and not till then, shall 
we be prepared to admit the justice of their remarks in condemnation of this plan of settlement. For it ap
pears to us that moderation and certainty of assessment, secnrity of property and proprietory rights, long leases, 
and whatever is necessary to the W()ll-being of a country, are as attainable withotJt a village settlement as with 
it, and that their free working and beneficial effects must l!e impe!ied rather than advanced by a forced system 
of joint ownership and joint responaibility. 

44. We further believe many most important elements of national prosperity to be secured by the plan of 
settlement now being followed in the ·Deccan, among which may be entJ.merated,-a JUOderate and equal assess
ment, leaving a portion of the rent ~th the proprietor or holder~the settlement confirmed for thirty yeal'IJ
security against increase of -demand, on any accotJ.nt whatever, during the term of the settlement-the conse
quent accrtJ.ement of all benefits arising from improvements to those who make them-limitation of joint respon~ 
sibility to a few cases, where fields are held in common, or have been sub-divided by co-parceners-recognition 
of property in the soil-and perfect freedom of management with regard to rent from sub-tenants, and sale, se
cured to its owners-facilities for effecting sales or transfers of land afforded, by the apportionment of the 
8.S(l&BSment On fields Or SUCh limited portions of land as WOuld, in the circumstances of the proprietors of this 
country, be naturally made the subject of such transfers'-COllection of the assessment from cultivated land only, 
and thus permitting the Ryut to contract and extef!.d ~e sphere of . his labours according to the means at his 
imm.ediate command, a privilege_ of immense importance in a co~try where the capital of the agriculturist is 
not only small in itself, but subject to great :fluctuation from the effect of variation in the seasons: 

45. Such are BOIIlj of the advantages of the system ; and although our views of human nature are not 
sufficiently favora~le to permit oqr ind~lging in expectations so fair and promising as those pourtrayed by the 
Board in their pleasing picture of the anticipated effects of the village system of the N. W. Provinces, wh~re 
Vide 135th para.. of Board'& letter families will be united by the closest bonds of concords and sympathy-where 

of 20th March 1838. · the poor will be supported by the a.fBuent, and widows and orphans encourag. 
ed to look for protection from their natural supporters-we yet expect that our settlements will confer real and 
substantial benefits upon the people, and augment, at the same time the reso'IQ'Cee of the S~te. · 
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,46. We trust by the preceding observations to have successfully vindicated our settlements from the many 
evils attributed by the Board to those of Madras ; and while seeing much to admire in the system upon which 
theN. W. Provinces are being settled, we do not think that any portion of it could be· advantageously engraft
ad on our plan of operations here, while, as a whole, it. appears quite wisuited to the circumstances of this
part of the country. We have here few considerable landed proprietors or other capitalists, who would be will
ing to engage for the revenue of pur large villages under any system calculated to preserve proprietary rights, . 
imd prevent oppression on their part; and were the·case 9therwise, we are certa,in that any attempt to consti
tute them Zumindars would be viewed with the utmost dissatisfaction and dismay by the whole agricultural 
community. We sha.ll probably be considered prej"~diced judges of our own operations, but as our opportunity of 
ascertaining the feelings of the people regarding them have been great, we . shall venture to assert that our 
settlements have been received almost universally with feelings of great satisfaction ; · ancl should confirmation 

• of this assertion be needed, we unhesitatingly appeal to the experience of every officer who has been employed 
in districts where the new settlements are in operation: _ . . . · · . · ' · · · 

47. . We have already stated our belief that no part of theN. W. system of operations di:liering·from our o\-n 
can be advantageously adopted.here; but it will peas well to treat this portion of the subject a. little more~ detail. 

48. We have not the means of ascertaining what degree of accuracy has been attained ·in the Khusreb, or 
detailed measurements and maps prepared by the .Ameens in the 'N, W. Provinces. A method, however, of 
verifying the Khusreh is recommended for adoption by the Board in the 66th para;. of their Circular· of the 9th. 
·April1839 ; but it does not clearly appear from this, or any other parts 'o~ the correspondence forwarded for our 
perusal, that this included a. systematic remea.surement of a portion of the .Ameen's work, and, if not, the method 
would appear unequal to the dei!ection of any but gross instances of Iris Inis-mea.surement.. In our system, every 
field is subjeGted to a careful examination during the progress of the classification, to prevent any gross errors of 
measurement remaining undiscovered ; but we place no confidence·· in this· as a inea.ns of en.sUring accuracy and 
care on the pu.rt of <?ur Native mea<~urers, for whiclt we rely wholly on the test of remeasu~ment made by the 
European Officer, and already described in our 7th para. The ascertainment of the area ~f the w~ole village, or 
even of the' cultivated and uncultivated portions from the professional' Sul"V6y, forms; we think, no safeguard 
against fraud on the part of the Native measurer, who woUld in_ all cases take care that the totalr result of. his 
measurements were not affected by particular deviations from accuracy wliich he might think his in~st re-
quired him to ma.lie in recording the area of individual fields.- · · · • · 

49. The professional surv_ey of the village borin.daries, however, is IJ, featute of tlie N~ ·w; system to which we 
Vide Section n of Sudder have nothing similar here ; but we apprehend that the utility' of thiS me8.cm.re 

Boa~ Revenue C~ of 9th should be considered almost solely WI'th reference to topographical. purj,oses. · It 
Aprill839• s~s doubtful whether the information obtainable from such 8. survey would in 
practice be found of much use towards the settlement of _future disputes,. oalised by the fraudUlent • removal of 
boundary marks; for in order to render it available, it· would be necessary to depute a profession8.1 su.iveyor 
to the spot, which might not always be possible, and if so, :would in.volve a greater expense than the importance 
of the land in dispute would generally warrant. _ · . · · • · ' . : · · ' ·. 

50. Should Gove~ent, however, deem it necessary that a professional su.rVey, ~fvilla~e limits be insti
tuted, with the view of being applied to topographical and geographical purposes, we are decidedly· of opinion 
that this object would be_ best attained by means of a. separate agency, .acting under the instructions of Surveyor 
O.eneral. The duties of the Officers of the Deccan Surveys are already ample, and the super-addition of a profes'.. · 
siona.l survey would necessarily retard the general progress of' the work, without proving- of any service in set· 
tling the assessment, whic:P, forms the g~d object of our present operations. We consider, also, that the q-q.a.li-· 
fications requisite for the conduct of a professional survey of this kind are quite distinQii from those 'necessary 
to fit an Officer for the superintendence of our ptesent system, and that any 1attempt ·to combine the ·two em· 
ployments would certainly endanger, if it did not.rel!-der impracticable, the .successful accomplishment of both. 
The professional survey, in our opinion, could be successfully and economically prosecuted only by a. department 
appoim.ted for the purpose, a,s in. theN. W. Proviiices. 

51. we have not the means of forming any proper estimate of the cost ~f such a. survey~ thiS part C?f that 
country ; but fron;t the scarcity of qualified agents it is probable that, for some years at least, it would .be more 
expensive than that of theN. W. Provinces, notwithstanding the large size of our villages, which may average 
3 square miles each. · From an extract of S: letter from.the Secretary to the Board of Revenue to th~ address o~ 
the Secretary to the Lieutenant"Governor of theN. W. Provinces, au~ dated 1st Septemb~r 1837; we learn that 
up to that period· the cost of the professional survey had varied from Rupees 61-4-0 'to Rupees 20-10-6 per 
square mile, bnt it was anticipated that, under a modification of the system proposed by the Board for adoption, 
this would be 'reduced to Rupees 12-8-7f per square mile. Whether this reduction of expense has been effected 
or not, we are not informed ; bnt even on the supposition of the work being executed here a.t the lowest of the 
estimates, its cost would be considerable. We have not at command any record of tbe number of square miles 
in the .Ahmednagar, Poona, aud Sholli.pur Collectorates, fu which the sul"V6y is now in operation ; but you 
may possibly be able to supply this information from your Office, ,and state what the expense of the work would 
amount to, on the preceding supposition. 

52. The demarcation of village boundaries, and the settlement of all existing disPutes, are also effected during 
the progress of the survey m theN. W. Province~. We fully acknowledge the importance of _these measures, 'but 
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have been ither to unable to give them effect here, in consequence of the defective provisions of Regulation X. of 182? • 
of the Bombay Code, which forms the p~ent law on this subject. We hope, however, that a new enactment ~ill 
shortly be framed, in supersession of the latter, and enable us to effect a permanent settlement of village boundanes. 

53. At present, all village boundarie~, regS.rding which no dispute exists, are described, and their position 
indicated in the village maps. All disputed portions are also measured and mapped as such, leaving the title of 
the contending parties for fnture adjudication ; by which arrangement the extent and position of all disputed land, 
as it now exists, is ast'!ertained and recorded, and the occurrence of fresh disputes prevented. In the districts to 
which our operations have yet extended, with one exception, disputed boundaries are few in number, and not 
otherwise important, which has prevented the want of means for their final settlement being severely felt. 

54.· The mode of classifying land followed by us, as well as the accuracy attainable by it, have been already 
described in our 12th and 13th paras. That of theN. W. Provinces appear to us to be of much too general 
and cursory a description to be applicable to a field assessment like ourS, where the apportionment of the J umma. 
on each field is made with reference to its natural fertility and extent, which therefore require to be nicely 
as~ertained. In the North-West Provinces all varieties of soil appear to be referred to three classes, but greater 
importance is attached to the circumstances of the land being capable of irrigation or not, and to the description 
of crop grown upon it. B:ut that even these particulars are not always ascertained with accuracy, may be gathered 
from many parts of the correspondence before us, among which may be mentioned the following passages. In 
the 67th para. of the Board's Revenue Circular; an extract of a letter from one of the Settlement Officers is given, 
and in this it is mentioned that " if not sufficiently bribed, the Ameen enters an unduly large number of fields 
as irrigated, and as consisting of the better descriptions of soil, and an unduly large amount of cultivation of the 
better sorts of produce. On the other hand, where it suits him, he not only acta on the reverse with respect to 
these cases, but puts down many fields as uncultivated for many years. " And again in the 6~h para., " In · 
order to diminish the labour of going over the fields as .much as possible, every number of the Kusreh which has 
been measured as now irrigated, is first marked in the field map with a small cross in red ink. When this is 
done (which takes little time) a glance at the map will ~how on which side of the village the great mass of irri
gated land is situated. The examining Officer then begins first in that quarter, and if he discovers the existence 
of error, he proceeds to every field which is marked as above described, and records on the spot whether each 
number is really capable of being watered or not." From this it appears that the classification is not such as to 
lead the Settlement Officers themselves to anticipate any·grea.t accuracy in it, or to place any great dependence 
.on it. An opinion which is borne out by the following extract of Mr. Muir's Report on the settlement of some 
districts in Bareilley, dated 5th September 1838. 

55. In para. 21 he states that "the classification of Mouzahs according to their general capabilities, rendel'8 
" the more uncertain classification of kinds of soil in individual Mouzahs of but secondary importance. The 
" classification of soil in Mouzahs is recorded under the heads of Surraeen and Bhoor, the former including a.ll 
" the land entered in the Kusreh as Doomut and Mutteewar, and the latter only that entered as Bhoor. With a 
" Mouzahwar classification, however, much reference to these returns for the purposes of assessment is, in a great 
" measure, dispensed with. I have to observe also that there is a.1;1 immense difference between a. good and a bad 
" Surraeen soil. Thus the unproductive hard soils called by the people Khaput and Kurkhuttee come under the 
" head of Surraeen, because they are recorded in the Kusreh as Mutteear, which they really are, although the 
''worst description of Mutteear. This species of Surraeen, therefore, is ofa.s bad a quality as the poorest Bhoor. 
" Again, there are some kinds of Bhoor approaching to Doomut, which are alinost aa productive as the best Snr
" raeen. I make these ·remarks that no misapprehension may occur regarding the kinds of soil recorded in the 
"village forms, as they have little'to do with the grounds of assessment, which was based on a classification of 
" Mouzahs." We need hardly add that a classification which is not even trusted to for ~nveying a general idea of 
the average capabilities of different Mouzahs, would be utterly inadequate to determine that of particular fields. 

56. The plan followed in 'the N. W. Provinces of fixing the assessmeU:t upon each village or estate, chiefly 
with reference to its actual condition at the time of settlement, must, we think, offer strong inducement to the 
proprietors to endeavour by collu~ion with the Ameens to have the quantity of land in cultivation, as well as ita 
general quality, fraudulently under-estimated ; and what a.ttempta of this kind have been frequently made, and 
not always unsuceessfnlly, appears abundantly evident from the papers before us. -

~7.. Frauds of the f~regoing description we believe to be. hardly practicable under our system of 
supermtendence, but the laxity, to our ·ideas, obseqable in the execution of the field measurement and 
~laSsification of theN. W. Provinces, is perhaps accounted for by the inferior place these operations hold 
m the general plan of . settlement there, compared with the important position they occupy in our system 
here. Comparatively little use seems to be made of them in fixing ihe amount of assessment to be levied 
from each Mouiah or estate ; and in addition to the remarks on this point a.lready quoted, we learn from 
~r. Elliot's report on some districts of the Dooab, that" the classification of many ~ges ~here was omitted 

to be recorded through negligence; and that these Officers' settlementa frequently preceded the preparation of 
". th~ field measurement and classification altogether ;" and these further appear to be of little service in appor~ 
tio~g. the Jumma. among the several proprietors, sub-tenanta, and others having righta in the same village, 
which IS. done. ~y the interested parties themselves, and recorded as they agree upon, however, much this may 
be at va.nance With the estimates of their respective liabilities, obtainable from the Kusreh. Great difference 
of opinion, indeed, appears to exist regarding this document; and Mr. Elliot, in the 77th para. of his Reporl 
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above quoted, regards it. as the most imp0rtruit of all, although he states haVing heanl that some Collectors have 
given it as their opinion, that the Kusreh is an almost useless document, and this not·only where eultiva.tors are 
tenants-at-will, (in which case they may be in a measure justified,) but under other circumstances, where he 
considers it indispensible. 

58: But although no appOrtionment of the assessment of a village or estate is made on the basis of the mea
surement and classification of the several holdings or fields composing it, yet this. is done according to agreement 
among the villagers themselves, and the record of this specifies, not only the propOrtion of the J umma to be paid 
by each proprietor or shareholder, but also the amount leviable from every cultivator entitled to hold land at fixe.d 
rates, and the usage of the village with reference to those wlio are mere tenants-at-will. . This statement, which 18 

intended to define IUld confirm the right of every indiVidual in any way connected with the village, appears to 
involve not only as minute~ but a much J,llOre minute enquuj- into t~ private concerns of the Rynts than is ev~ 
attempted under what is usnally termed a Ryotwar settlement, and we should think it IIlllSt be diffiCult m the 
extreme to draw out such specification of private rights and usages, with any tolerable degree of accuracy. :Unt 
suppOsing it done correctly at the time of settlement, what provision can be made for recording the thousand 
changes by succession, transfer, and sale, continually taking place in every co~unity P and if these be ~ot re<;c>rd-
ed, what relation to existing circumstances will the present survey papers. twen~, or even ten years hence ?· ' . . . 

59.. Thus it appears that in reality the assessment of . a . ~ge i8 brc:,k~ down into a8 ~ ·~ &n4 
appOrtioned on as minute divisions of land in the N. W. Provinces as with us, and that there, a much more 
minute interference with the management of property is made than here. . This in~erence, we' sh~~. appre_ 
hend, would not only fail of e:ffooting the object of securing the rights of 8.n parties, btrli might even be ~ea. 
means of destroying them, and the former, in ~ur opinion,. woul~ hav~ been more sa.tisfactory if,~ .accordiDg 
to the ascertained value of the several Puttees, Thakes, and fields forming estate, instead ~ bJ t~e opinion of 
the ~agers themselves. Here at least . we can state from experience, that if the alternative of app<>rtioning 
the Jumma were o:ffered to a village, all but the most influential inhabitants. would instantly ,decline it, awl 
beg that the duty might be performed by Officers of Gover~t. • 

60. And in consequence of the appointment of the Jumma being ieft tO the Rynts th~lves, it is not. 
probable that much trouble will be taken to inspect the boundaries of fields, and to perpetuate the qefn1ness · 
of the Kusreh mea.Bnrements by the preservation of the division3 of _:bmd which it ~rds. ·we dEfnot learn, in.:. 
deed, from the papers before us, that any provision has been made for this important object, ·and olll" ·impression, • 
from a. review of the whole system, is, that upon occasion of a future modification of ·the Government demand 
a. new survey and classification will be necessary in ·order to apportion it ; for the Ktisreh measurement a.nd · 
records of the present settlement would no longer give any. information of the distribution of landed ·property • 
or the rights .and liabilities of holders. ··· ' ' · · · · 

61. We have no means of 8scertaining-how the revenue management of theN. W. ProVinces is now cion~ 
ducted, but from the complexity and variety of tenures and liabilities recorded in the present settlement, we 
should anticipate that a much closer supervision on the part; of the Governnient would be requisite to ensu:ni ifi 
proper working, than in the more simple mode of assessment intrOduced here ; and it iS perhaps little in :favor or" 
the former, that every necessary adjustment is required to be made through the medium -of the Civil ColirtB, for 
however this may simplify and lessen the work of the Collector's establishmen+a, it seems doUbtful whether it 
will tend, in any way, to prevent a. hurtful and inquisitional. interference with the concerns of Cultivators, while 
it can hardly fail to give rise to a litigious spirit throughout all ranks of the people: With us, . the possible 
occasions of doubt and dispute regarding the payment of the assessment are few indeed, being limited to. cases 
w~~re fields are pOssessed bJ more than one individual, and of these hardly one would be made the subject of 
C1vil Action, because capable of easy and ~tisfactory ~ment through the agency of the village 1>r disirict 
revenue authorities, to whom the parties interested .would natn:ra.lly, in the first instance, refer i~ 

62. In conclusion, we would pOint out the impossibility of instituting a faircomparisoB between the~~ 
ment and classification or other executive details of the system here, and siplllar operations, 88 practised in the 
N. W. Pro~ces, apart from the mode of settlementto.which they are subservient; for underdi:fferent modeso-. 
settlement, di:fferent degrees of accn:ra.cy in measurement and classification, and even di:fferent methods of periormf 
ing these operations, may be permitted .. We have not, therefore, ventured to express Olll" opinions ~p0n any· 
part of N · W · plan of operations, excep~ with reference to its applicability to this part of India. · · 

63. We have endeavoured, however, throughout the Report to express .our conviction, that th~ settlement 
of theN. W. Provinces is being made on liberal principles, and our belief that any settlement, based on the · 
principles of moderation, would prove a. great blessing to this country, and could hardly, under any attendant 
peculiarities of system, fail of advancing its prosperity. ' 

64. But while weacknowledgethe N. W. Settlement to possess the firstofrequisites-li;berality, it has other· 
features to which we cannot yield our approval, and we still remain unshaken in our belief of the superiority of a fixed 
field assessment, as, in our humble judgment, of simpler execution in the first instance, and likely tO require fewer· 
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adjustments afterwardB, as interfering less with the existing tenures of landed property, and offering greaterfacilitie 
for effecting its sale and transfer, while affording to the poorer and less influential portion of the community a bettes 
protection against injustice and oppression. 

We have the honor, &c., 

(Signed) H. E. GOLDSMID, 
Civil Service. 

G. WINGATE, .. 
Lieut. Engineers, 

Superintendent of Survey and Assessment in the Deccan . 

.Ahmednaggar, 17th October 1840. 

No. 167 OF 1840. 
To 

J. VIBART, Esquire, 

SIR, 
Mr. Reid's letter to Rev. Comr, 

dated 27th October 1840. · 
Mr. Halliday's letter to Mr. 

Reid, dated 17th August 1840, 
No. 137. Mr. Colwin's note of 
9th August 1840. 

Governor General's despatch to 
the Hon'ble the Conrt of Direc
tors, dated 18th August 1838, No. 3. 

Revenue Oommistionor, Poona. 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of copies of correspondence 
noted in the margin, forwarded with your letter of 5th instant, in which you 
request me to report whether a system of mapping each village could not he 
grafted on my present operations, and also furnish a ·succinct account of the 
latter, with a description of the. actual operations in any one village, as a 
specimen. 

, 2. The information and opinions here called for, have been already in great measure supplied in the joint 
report lately submitted to you by Mr. Goldsmid and myself, in which olu- present system of operations is com
pared, in detail, with that of the North-Western Provinces. To go again over the same ground would he at once 
a tedious and unnecessary task, and I propose, therefore, in t4e present communication, to confine my attention 
to the elucidation of such points arising from the correspondence now under consideration as have not in the 
previous report been touched upon or sufficiently explained, and to an attempt to furnish a. brief and intelligible 
account of the process of surveying a single village, which may serve as a. specimen of the whole system. 

3. Before proceeding further, however, I would direct your attention to several seriolis misconceptions 
entertained by the Government of India, in regard to the nature of the operations connected with the Deccan 
survey, and which it is the more impo$nt to bring forward in this prominent manner, as from them have 
originated the various-objections preferred against the system. 

_ 4. Mr. Colvin, throughout his note of the 9th August 1840, rests his argnments on the supposition of the 
assessment being here fixed on the basis of conjectural estimates and calculations of produce, and similar un. 
certain grounds, instead of on the safe and practical considerations arising from a constant reference to former 
regular and easy payments, which he claims as the distinctive character and merit of the system followed in the 
N. W. Provinces, and distinguishing it broadly from others. From the adoption of this view he is led to 
apprehend as an almost necessary consequence of the Deccan survey the worst of evils, over-assessment. No 
assumption, however, could be more unfounded; for the amount of revenue fixed for each district here, has, as 
you are well aware, been determined ~ost solely with reference to practical considt:rations, and mainly on a. 
consideration of past realizations ; whiie the unexampled rapidity with which cultivation has everywhere extend
ed, consequent on the introduction of the new settlement, is, of itself, abundant proof, that whatever the objec
tions to which they are open, among them over-assessment can have no place. On the contrary, the survey was 
instituted for the express purpose of effecting a jnst and equable reduction of assessment, and the new settle. 
ments have been deemed by some to exhibit an uncalled-for degree of liberality, bnt I think without sufficient 
reason; though if such were the case, "the loss on this account," as observed by Mr. Colvin, "wonld he far 
overbalanced by the prospect of escaping the contrary and great evil." 

5. A further mistake into which this gentleman has fallen is, in believing the assessment here to he fixed 
npon all the resident Ryuts or single cultivators in villages. The assessment is fixed upon fields, or divisions of 
land, which have existed in most villages from time immemorial ; bnt ~thout any reference to the circumstance 
of their being waste, or cultivated by one or several individuals. These fields do not, therefore, materially 
differ from the Mehals of the N. W. Provinces, except in being of smaller size, and generally cultivated by, or 
the property of one individuaL 

6. To the foregoing misconceptions regarding the basis of the Deccan settlements, may he traced most of the 
doubts and apprehensions entertained by the Government of India, of their beneficial tendency ; but they do not 
require a detailed elucidation, as this has already been afforded in the report already alluded to. 
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'l. His Lordship the Governor General in Council has expressed surprise to find in the new Deccap survey,· 
by which all old errors were to be corrected, that the operations are so conducted as to be absolutely of n.O value 
for geographical or topographi~al purposes, and, it is much to be feared, of little more than temporary utility 
even for merely revenue purposes. 

8. The latter objection has been already fully discnssed, and I trnst satisfa.ctoril;y disposed of; and with re- · 
gard to the former, here again a serions misunderstanding of the.real circumstances of the case aeetns to exist. 
The present Deccan survey is not a new B1JIT'IJfl!l, but was instituted for the purpose of revising and qorrecting, 
where practica~le, Mr. Pringle's operations ; and in accordance with this design has the work been carried out. 
Complete remeasurements of villages have rarely been necassary, and consequently no opportunities offered, for 
the introduction of a more complete and scientific system of survey. The measurements made may be rather 
likened to the furtalling operations of the settlement Officer in the North-Western Provinces. Tiie present 
survey, moreover, was instituted for purely revenue purposes, ~d the question of rendering it subservient to 
those of Geography and Topography, is now IJ10oted for ~ first time. It can hardly, therefore, be, in fairness, 
objected to the plan of operations, that it does not include the accomplishment of obj~ts that were' not con-
templated at the time of its formation. • · • - · . 

9. I would :here beg it tO be understood, howeVer, that not ~ne detail of the operations already gone 
through, or one rupee of the expense incurred, could have been saved by the institution o~ a c~uit survey of 
vi11a.ge boundaries similar to that of the North-Western Provinces. Every thing now done, would have been 
equally required on this supposition, and neither labor nor ~oney has, therefore, been lost by the omis~on. . If 
a. scientific survey be considered necessary, it may _be as conveniently and ecdnoinica.lly entered upon now, as it 
could have been then, for in any ·case it could a:IIord no materials for fixing the details· of a field assessment, and 
it is therefore immaterial whether it precede or follow the latter operation. · - • · 

10. I have mentioned that the present Deccan survey was organized for the -purpose of correcting Mr:. 
Prmgle's operations; but u;_ the Sho1apoor Oollectorate there are some districts to which the_la~r did not ex
tend, and which it, therefore, has become necessary to survey de novo, a.D.d I shall now endeavour to describe the 
operations followed for this purpose in these last, as being complete in themselves, and adinitting of a. more_ 
~pie and intelligible description, than the methods taken for, ascerta.ining what portions of Mr. Pringle's 
survey require amendment; The latter, also? would prove of little service towards the determination of the system. 
of survey best suited for general purposes, which is the queStion now under the consideration of Gove~ent. 

11. To render intelligible the operations of the survey, it is necessary to bear in mind-~"t, tliroughout the 
Deccan, the lands of every village are oomposed of an aggregation of fields, ge1:1-era.lly of mo~era.te size, of wlrich the 
village accountant has always a record more or less ciomplete, and according to which th~ whole of his revenue ac· 
counts are drawn out. In surveying any villa.ge, therefore, it becomes requisite to asceri.a.in, not merely the area 
and average quality of its land as a. whole, but also the extent, position, and peculia.rities of soil, ol each 'Of its com-' 
ponent fields, whether entered in the Accountant's records or not, and likewise the area. of wastes, roads, rivers,. 
sites of buildings, &c. ; each of these divisions is measm:ed in detail, and the sum of the whole gives the area. 
of the village. · 

12. The first step taken is to send an order to the vill8.ge authorities intimating that on ·a. ,certain day a. 
Carkoon will arrive at their villa.ge for the purpose of effecting its measurement, and directing them to inform 
every owner of a field or cultivator to have in readiness stones of a. cierta.in size to be sunk as land-marks by the 
measurers at each corner_ or bend of his field during the progress of its measurement; The Patel and Accountant 
are also required to be present, and to accompany the measurer daily .into the field, with the ,Bullotehda.rs, 
Mahars, &c., of the village, in order .to point out the pp>per bonnda.ries of each field, and fix the boundary marks. 

13. A measurer is then appointed to survey the villa.ge, according to detailed instructions, which will be 
undfrstood from the following description of his operations. . 

14. For the purpose of recording the pa.rticUla.rs of his measurement he is provided wi~h a field book, 
every page of which is numbered and si,.gned by the European officer, under whom he may be employed. In this 
book no erasures or obliterations are permitted, any erroneous entry being indicated by a line drawn through it so 
as to lea-ve the original writing easily legible, and the corrected entry written immediately over it, By this pre
caution, an entry once made cannot be subsequently altered, so as to prevent discovery, py fraud or collusion. 
The record of the me~J.Burement of each day is also required to be prefaced by a. list of the Village officers who 
accompany the Carkoon to the field, who thus feel themselves made responsible for the accuracy of the bounda
ries pointed out, while a list of witness to the operations of the measure at every: period is also thns preserved. 

15. In commencing his survey, the measurer selects a. field adjoining. the villa.ge, usually in front of the prin
cipal gate, which he enters in his field book as No. I, and also the No. by which it is ~o~ in the village accounts. 
He then enters its position to the village, with reference to the ca.rdinaJ points, its name, in what." Thul" situat
ed, the name of its owner, if " Meeras ·;" waste or cultivated, if the latter, by whoin, and the number of beega.s or 
other land measures obtaining in the village which it contains. These particulars are obtained from the Ac
countant's records, or if wanting in these, from an oral examination of the village_ officers, and owner or culti-
vator of the field. · 

16. The measurer then chains the boundary of the field, laying down the land-ma;rks, and makings sketch oft 
it!! shape in his field book, as he goes round, on which he notes down the number of chains each side is long; the 
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length of the. several sides of the field are roughly laid off in his field book from a scale of equal parts, by which 
he is enabled to make his sketch very nearly in accordance with the actual shape of thll field ; this he is after
wards enabled to ·correct, and make to approximate very closely to the truth, for transference to the village 
map, by a process which will be shortly described.. The area of the field is obtained by dividing it into triangles, 
and measuring the lengths of the bases and perpendiculars, the position of the latter being obtained by means 
of a cross-staff, and the directions of these various measnreme_nts are indicated on the sketch by means of dotted 
lines. Should there be a. well Pk.t4~ ti~l~ or a. road or watercourse traverse it, these are also shown upon the 
sketch. The measurement completed, he d~bes·hl·hls-field bOok its sitnat_ion with· reference to adjoining 
fields, and the points where he has laid down boundary marks. Having completed the measurement of one 
field, he proceeds to the next adjoining, and so on tlttil he completes his survey of the village ; any road or 
rivers not within the boundaries of the fields are subsequently measured, and the area. of the village obtained. 

17. The preceding description will be rendered more intelligible, by the following example of the method 
of recording the DJ.!l38Urement in the field book :- . ' . · 

Saturday, the 19th o~ Dece~J:e! 1840, and native date. 
__...:.---

. PRESENT IN .THE FIELD. 

On the part of G()l)ern:mem. On tke part of Village. 

Hnrree Gopal .... :: .......... ~_, .• ...-..... ·.; •• Measurer. 
Sheik Adam ..... -.•••.•.. -.:·.~: .................. Peon,. 

Bappoo Wil. Sooltana ...... : ........... Mokuddnm P. 
Hnrree Wnllud Appa. .................. Patel. 
Bappoo Shreepnt ~-•• : ••.. ~ ............... Coolcnrnee. 
Bam.a ........................................ .Whar. 
Krishna._ ................................... Pnrreet. 
Bam.a .......... , ............................ Sonar. 

==~~~-~--~-~~:.:::~:::~::::::::::~:1 . 
Apnac ................................... _. Maha.rs. 
Hurree .......•..............•........•.... 
Bnllee ................................... . 
Kimdoo Wullnd Appa .................. l.Ia.ngh. 

No.1. (No.6 in Coolcnrnee's Records.)-Si~nated north 
ofthe.village,·in front ofthe great gate. The Meera.sof -; 
but now cultivated by -. This field is named " Gaon 
Khoos," .being part of Th}ll "~adow," and contains 1.5 Kud.. 
deem beegas, according to the village papers. 

-
The length of the bases and perpendiculars shown by the interior dotted lines, and the calculation of the 

area of the field are here inserted. • 

North boundary, 19 chains long, formed by large nulla; East bOundary i' chains long, not well defined; two 
large stones have been sunk at the two corners. South boundary,.15l chains long, formed by a prickly
pear hedge ; West boundary, 12 chains long, formed by road to---. This field is bo-imded on the North 
by the village nulla, beyond which is No. 9" Gntkool," cultivated by---; on the East by No.2, the 
Meeraa of-; on the South by a prickly-pear hedge, beyond which is the village site ; on theW est bJ. 
road to-; beyond which is No.14, the Meeraa of--. 

18. The forgoing example, which will be found to cortespond with No. 1 of the map, in the opposite page, 
will, I trust, have made the entries in the field book intelligible, and it will also be evident that the field thus 
measured can be easily and correctly laid down upon paper, by means of the interior and bOunding measurements 
shown upon the sketch~ This ·is ·accordingly done by the measurer, after his return from the field, each field being 
plotted separately, and then transferred by means of tracing paper to ita proper place in the general map, which 

· may in this way be constructed with great accuracy by Natives wholly ignorant of the European methods of 
surveying. With every care, however, a good deal of adjustment will be required to make all the fields fit into 
their relative positions, or, in technicallangnage, to make the work close, in a. map constructed in this rude 
fashion; and to assist in effecting this object, the position of each village, and that of two or three of the prin
cipal roads or nnllas intersecting ita adjoining lands, are sketched in the European method, by means of a 
surveying compass or theodolite. Thus, in the example given in the opposite page, the position of the village 
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and diverging roads, marked in red, are obtained by the European :m,_ethod of detail survey f and the whole village 
lands being thus divided into sections of moderate size, the limited number of fields comprised in each are easily 
adjusted, in position approximating very closely to the U:Uth, from the map prepared by the Native·measmer •. · 

19. Now, though maps of this kind would prove of little service for geo~phical purposes, they yet exhlbit 
the topographical features of each village with considerable accuracy a.nd great minuteness of detail, showing not 
merely the interior divisions of the la.nds of the village into fields, but also the directions of the various roads, 
foot·paths, and water-courses, found within its limits. With the addition of a. scientific circuit survey of village 
boundaries, these maps might be rendered sufficiently accura.te for every purpose, even to their minutest d~taps ; 
but it appears to me that this additional degree of accuracy if hardly an object of sufficien~ importance to repay 
the large expense required to obtain it. The whole of the Deccan has already been surveyed an~ mapped on a 
scale of 4 inches to a mile,. which is abundantly detailed to serve every purpose of the Collector, ,::Magistrate, and 
Judge. This question, however, has already been BUfficiently discttssed in the Joint Report already quoted. · . ...._ 

20. The measurement of a~ being completed, with its field.map as above described,, the accu.ra.cy o~ 
the work is tested by the European officer, who re-surveys and maps a proportion of. the interi9r fields., · · 

21. The classification of the village ~then proceeded with, and fu. this operation every field is agairi ~.; · 
jected to examination; the accuracy of each entry in the measurer's .field book tested a.nd established, and the 
varieties a.nd proportions of soils in each field, with a. minute description of every well or .other spurce ~m .·; 
which water for the purposes of irrigation is obtained, are entered by the claasijie:r in his field bo?k, which is · 
kept a.nd numbered much in the same .Ql8olliler a.s that of the measurer, · . 

22, The work of the classifier is again subjected to examination by the European officer, who re-classifies 
a portion of his fields, a.s he ha.d previously ~-surveyed those of the m~r. : . 

23. In the field work, therefore, co~ected with the ~eY of each village, there a.re five distinctoperations:

(1.) Every portion of land comprised within thevilla.ge limits is~~ by Natiw surveyors in detail, 
by means of a eross-sta.ff and chain; the particula.rs regarding every such portion a.re detaued in a·~ld book 
kept for the purpose, and also shown upon the villa.ge map, which~ coru$-ucted from actual measurement. _ 

(2.) The accuracy of this measurement and ma.p is ascertained by· systematic. test,. executed by the 
European officer. _ . · · . · · , -. ·, 

(3.) Every portioiJ. of land within the~ is ~n submitted to examination bytheccla.ssifier8, by who~ 
also the nature a.nd peculiarities'of its soil and capabilities a.re ascertained a:nd recorded: . 

( 4.) The preceding cla.s.tion is systematically tested by the European O~ee~ .. 
_ ( 5.) The site of the village and the position of the principal roads a.nd water-cotll'lles traversing its adjoin-

ing lands a.re fixed by the European method of detailed survey, for the .purpose of correcting and adjusting the . 
deta~ of the villa.ge map, so a.s to make them approximate very clQsely to the trnth. 

24. Under these heads are comprised the distinctive feata.res of the field. operations, and they compose a 
system of Revenue Survey, I have no hesitation in saying, more 8ccurate a.nd complete' thaD. that embracing 

_similar operations in theN. W, Provinces. It does not, indeed, include a settlement a.nd. demarcation of villa.ge: 
boundaries ; but this defect ~ been fully accounted for,. and a remedy suggested, in Mr. Goldsmid) a.nd my_ 
Report already noticed, nor is it available for geographical purposes a.t present, but may be ina.de so if the objects 
be deemed of sufficient importance, by the super-addition of a scientific survey, a.s shown in my 9th paragraph . .. 

25. During the progress of these operations, a tii.b. statement is :qamed of the·. whole village. lands, in 
which a.re recorded the designation by which each field or division is known, the na.lne of the cultivator a.Dd 
proprietor, the tenure by which it is held, the nuinber of years it may have been in the possesSion of its present 
holders, a.nd the proofs by which each claim to exemption from assessment is supported. _ Copies of all Sunnuds , · 
or other docunients connected with grants of land, are taken, a.nd a list made of all old papers connected with 
the management of the village in possession of the hereditary Accountant. A ceDSUB. is also taken of the inhabit
ants, in which the nsme, caste, imd occupation of every householder, the number of his family, servants, slaves, 
cattle, ploughs, &o., the description of tenement he inhabits, and such other statistical ihformaiaon a.s can be 
obtained, a.re embodied. ·' 

26. The manner in which the various information collected during the proiress of , the survey is made to. 
bear in determining the question of assessment, has been fully explained in the' Joint Report by Mr. Goldsmid 
and myself, already so frequently noticed, and it would be needless to fatigue you with a recapi~tion of its _ 
statement in this pla.ce. They will have proved to your satisfaction, I trust, that the various precautions adopted 
in the N. W. Provinces, to guard against error of judgment on the part of the settling Officer, have been carefully 
attended to here, aud that a liberal standard of assessment, based upon the safe and practical considerations of 
past payments, in opposition to merely theoretical conjectures, is equally characteristic of both systems. · 

~7. Before concluding, a.nd also in the hope that the observaj;ions I am about to ·make ma.y prove service
able towards enabling Government to organize an effici~nt system of survey generally, I must beg to allude to 
one point of the constitution of that under my superintendence, which I deem essentially defective, a.nd certain, 
while it continues, to prevent the department acquiring that degree of efficiency of which it is capable. I allude 
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to the inadequate remuneration of the European Officers engaged in ita superintendence, offering in this, a 
striking contrast to the case of Revenue Survey of theN. W. Provincos, where the services of the most able 
and experienced Officers in the Civil and :Military services are retained by means of a liberal and graduated scale 
of emolument. In the Deccan Survey, on the contrary, there is no prospect whatever of advancement, and the 
uperienood Officer who has labored for years in the department-made himself intimately acquainted with 
every part of his duties-and whose services to Government are consequently doubly enhanced in value-finds 
himself in no better position than he occupied when he entered the. department, and had every thing to learn. 
The necessary consequence of this is a very general feeling of disappointment at their present position and 
prospects. entertained by the Survey Officel"B, rendered keener, perhaps, by the very arduous nature of their 
duties, and by the knowledge that theirs is a singular instance of equally responsible and important duties, 
having been performed on the same terms. 

28. I took occaaion to propose a remedy for this state of things in my letter to your address of the 3rd 
October 1839, and had the satisfaction of subsequently learning, that the justice and expediency of the measures 
therein proposed were fully acquiesced in by Government. I trust, therefore, that on the present occa.sion. 
when the system of Revenue Survey in this Presidency is under the consideration of the Supreme Government, 
that advanta,ue will be taken of the opportunity by the Honorable the Governor in Council, to obtain a satis. 
factory settlement of the important points now noticed; for we shall vainly expect to prevent a constant and 
most hurtful succe,ssion of changes among the Europern Officers employed on the Survey, while the emoluments 
and advantages of their appointments continue in every respect inferior to those of most subordinate grades in 

. other departments of the public service. . 

• l have the honor to be, &o . 

(Signed) G. WINGATE, 

Superintendent, Revenue Survey. · 
Bemhle1, 30th Duembef" 1840. 

No, 2,590, 

No. 229 OP 1841. 

TERRITORIAL DIPARnDNT, Rnnn:a. 

Tn R.&vBNU• CollliiSSIOnR, 

To 
MB. Cm:u SECRJ:TARY R.1w. 

Datetli5tA February 1841. 
·sm. . 
I have the honor to acknowledge the :reOOipt of your letter, No. 3302, of the 27th October 

last, forwarding a copy of Mr. Junior Secretary Halliday's letter, No. 137, of the 17th of August. 
and its accompaniments, and requesting that, after consulting with Mr. Goldsmid and Lieutenant 
Wingate, I would submit my opinion on the questions raised by the Government of India, to 
consider and report whether a system of mapping every village could not he e:ngrafted on the 
present operations, and to procure from Lieutenant Wingate a succinct account of the manner 
in which the survey is conducted, with a desCription of the ~ operations in any one village, 
as a specimen. 

2. I take this opportunity of resuming the subject of my letter No. 1587, of the 29th 
August 1839. It will be in Government's recollection that I was favored, under date the 15th of 
the same month, with a copy of a letter from the Honorable Court, dated the 19th of April 
preceding, communicating its sentiments respecting the new survey and usessment now in 
progress in the Deccan, and directed to state whether I would recommend an application being 
made for copies of such documents, connected with the wrvey in the Yorth-Western Provinces 
as the Right Honorable the Gove!Dor General might consider would be useful to thi_s Government. 

3. The despatch of the Honorable Court, it will be recollected, after approving of the 
decision of this Government in setting aside Mr. Pringle's sqrvey and assessment, as the basis of · 
the general revenue settlements. expressed a wish to have a somewhat more precise account of 
the e:xact means by which it was proposed to regulate the assessment which was to be substituted 
for that set aside; indicated vario-qs points on which the information ~fore it, as regarded this 
part of the question, was defective.; and desired that, if the work were not proceeding in as 
satisfactory a manner as this Government could desire, the Government of India should be 
applied to for such information, regarding the survey and assessment now in progress in the 

·North-Western Provinces, as might be con.sidered calculated to throw light on the general 
question of the revision of assessment, and guide ns to a more ef£ectual cou.-se of proceeding for 
the ~urpose of obtaining a just and eqlritable assessment. • · 
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4. In my reply to your letter, I expressed a hope that the correspondenCe to which I 
referred, and which must have reached the Hon'ble Court subsequent tO the despatch of 
their letter in question, would have, in a great measure,. satisfied their doubts, and cleared . 
np the obscurity in which many of the point,J they referred to, were involve4 ; ~d suggest~ · 
ed that the Government of India should be requested to furnish copies of any documen~ . 

. tending to explain the principles and mode of operation followed in the North· Western Pro; 
vilices, not beca~ I saw any reason "to apprehend ~t th~ work'~ in the Deccan "was not· 
proceeding in the satisfactory manner anticipated;" but because all· inforlnation regarding 
similar operations in other parts of the country, could not but be useful to the Officers em;. 
ployed in the Deccan. · 

5. A great numoor of documents of the nature indi~ted were ~ceived" from the Gov-' . 
ernment of India, forwarded to me with your letter of the lOth February 1840, and refer
red by me to ::Me~srs. Goldsmid and Wingate, with a request that they would ·favour me 
With their opinions as to the expediency of adopting any measures, fo:mring a part of the 
system followed in the North-Western Provinces, which they (MeBBrB. Goldsmid and 
Wingate) might; deem calculated to 'improve the plan of operations fox the survey and 
assessment of the Deccan. • , ' ' ' ' · • 

6. Those gentlemen have e.ccordinglf drawn up a· Joint Report, ·which I. hl;l.v~ noW: ' 
the honor to submit, together with a.. sej,arate letter from Lieutenant Wingate, · conta:Uiin'g 
the information which, in your letter of the 27th October last, f was desired to call on him 
to furnish. Mr. Goldsmid'sletter• on the same subject has been &.h-eady submitted to 
·Government, as referring principally to the proposed survey of .the Southern · ::Ma.hratta 
Country, and containing propositions, which, if complied with, it was ileces$ary should be 7 
considered and decided on without delay ; and the greater part of his Report, on the survey 
anif assessment of two Turufs of Taluka Chando:t; forwarded with my letter No.· 52, of the 
8th ultimo, might with propriety have accompanied the letters now forwarded; a.nd ~ be 
frequently referred to, as containing a very full' an4 able general expositiOn of the objects 
and mode of proceeding in the survey of the N assick Sub-Colle~rate,. . ' 

· 7. A perusal of the documents just en1unerated; ·will, I have little cJoubt, afford equal 
satisfaction to the Governments in this-country, and the Home authoritieil;'as eXplaining 
many parts of the system pursued in the Deccan which we~ before .invol:ved in obscurity, 

. showing that some of the most valuable parts of the system pursued in theN. W. Provinces. 
_ already form part of the plan of operations in the Deccan,. and that, ;...h.8r6 the methods 

differ, that pursued in theJ)eccan has been adopted in consequence of local peculiaritieS, ·. 
which, as now explained, will, I confidently anticipate, be allowed to form good ~unds fo,r 
considering the system preferred for the Dec~ the best adapted to the ~ties o~ ijhat · 
provinoe. .. A perusal of the docume~ts now torwarded; will fui.ther,'I have little doubt, give 
.additional strength ., Government's confidence in the ~ble q~llii~tions ~l the' Ag~nts 
.it has selected, to carry its·designs into execution. · ' · . · · ·. · · ·· ··' ·· · 

; ~. . ' ~ ' ' . . ' ' ' . . . 
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No. 1587, of the . 
29th Aagaat 1839. 

No. 509. ' 

8. The objections of the Hon'ble Court to.the plan which it Walt at ~rst.proposed fie? .. Vide the 6th. and 
. follow' in revising the survey and assessment of the l;>eccan, ·.were the W!Wt of any: ,clear. :tv. following paras. of 

' their letter above al-
·defined mode of proceeding, which promised sufficient secUrity f~r the correctnese of the · laded ~. · 
assessment. No principle, it was observed, was laid down to guide Office~ in the selection, 
. of any particular mode of settlement, and the amount of assesement was left too ~uch de- . 
•pendent on the discretion of the ssttling. Officer, without .any means ol ch~ckmg or 1cQrrect-, 
.ing it, except by a rll..examlna.tion of the land itself by another om~. not inferio:.; in q~ali: . 
. fication to the first. . · ' · . , ' " · 

~, .. · ;, 

9. The uncertainty as regards the mode of settlement, had, as alread. v ·observed;, been 
1 

No. 1015, March 
J 17th 1838. 

~n great part removed previous to the receipt of the Ho~'ble Court's despatch, as .explained ': . No. 1813, May 

·m the letters from Government reff:rred to in the margin;· the uncertainty as regards th~ 14~0!:Jt2,Jwy 19th 
·amofMit of assessment, 'will be explained in considering the questions raised by the Govern.. 1838. 
ment of India in their letter of the 17th August last, to which I would now beg to Tefer. . 1 s3~~· 4739, Dec. 31st 

10. The greater part of the letter in question relates to the proposed Blll'V'ey and assess- .. 
ment,of the Southern Mabratta Country, on which, as the proVince in q11estion is not.with
in my range, it is unnecessary for me here to remark. On liuch parts of the letter and its , 
accompaniments as refer to the surveys now in progrese in the Peccan, I propose pointing 

·out those parts of the documents enumerated in para. 6 which contain the information re
·quired, and which, as far .as a description of the mode of operation goes, appear to me sufli~ 
ciently full and accurate to preclude the necessity of any additional remarks of my own. In 
·following this course, I shall have to state my reasons for recommending the adoption or re- . 
jection of the system p1U'81led in the North-Western Provinces, wherever it differs from that 
followed in the Deccan., and thus comply with the first requisition of your letter under reply, 

• No. 154, of December 16th, with my letter No. 54, of the 8th Janaary 1841. ' 
Bl83-5 
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viz., to submit my opinion on the questions raised by the Government of India, without 
traversing step by step the same ground as that gone over by Messrs. Goldsmid and Wingate 
in their necessarily very voluminous Reports. 

11. The objects of the operations, which those Officers are employed in superintending, 
are pretty ~early the same as those of the survey, &c., of the North-Western Provinces, as 
described in the Governor General's letter, • except that their agency has hitherto been made 
comparatively little use of, in re-dividing and ~.-modelling the various divisions of the 
country, with a view of rendering the several districts compact and equal, and to " ensure 
the coincidence of the jurisdictions of the several functionaries in the difierent departments 
of the adminis~ration," as no necessity for any extensive alterations of such a. nature has ever, 
I believe, been complained of. The same may be said of alterations in the public establish. 
ments, with a view of better adapting them to the ascertained extent, population, and we!Jolth 
of the various districts. Some alterations of this kind, aS well as in remodelling the divi. 
sions of districts, &c., have been made at the suggestion of the officers employed in the survey 
and assessment; but the necessity for much reformation in the points indicated, has never, 
that I am aware of, been shown to be great, and it therefore forms no prominent part of the 
objects of the survey and assessment. 

12. " .An accurate survey of the land, with a. ~cification of the quantity barren and 
culturable," and a 'classification of the latter, a.re here, as in the North-Western Provinces, 
necessary steps towards the attainment of the objects proposed. To ascertain and record the · 
relative proportion of cnlturable and cultivated land, is here, from the nature of the prevail
ing tenures, a necessarily annual operation ; and the scale of classes of soil, though in prin: 
ciple that which is perfectly familiar to the people, is, of course, more systematic. 

13. In the survey operations under Lieutenant Wingate, in the Poona Collectorate, 
and those districts of Sholapoorwhich belonged to the old Sub-Collectorate, the duty of the 
Surveying Officers, as far aa the me~urements are concerned, is confined to testing and cor.· 
recting those of Mr. Pringle's survey, which have been there acted on since its completion in 
the other districts of Sholapoor; and in the survey under Mr. Goldsmid's charge, all the 
measurements are made de novo, for though parts of the N as sick districts were surveyed by. 
Mr. Pringle, his survey was n~ver acted on, and its correction would consequently, at this 
distance of time, have entailed more trouble than an entirely new survey. Both in the 
Northern and the Southern Deccan, the classification is entirely new, that of Mr. Pringle's, 
where it existed, having been found generally t?o fa!llty to admit of correction. 

14. The first step preparatory to a survey in the North. Western P~vinces, appears to 
be " an accurate adjudication and demarcation of the boundaries of every village by the 
Revenue Officers." 

15. While the survey operations in the Deccan were confined to districts which had 
been once before surveyed by Mr. Pringle, and where, from that and olher causes, the cases 
of disputed boundary were comparatively few and unimportant, the necessity for any dis. 
tinct class of operations, having for their object the demarcation of village boundaries, was 
never very strongly felt; and while the provisions of the Regulation for adjudication dis
puted boundaries were so cumbrous as to bar their being applied in ordinary cases, the cases 
themselves were seldom of sufficient importance to justify an application for an alteration of 
the law. When however, the survey was extended to districts which had not previousfy 
been the theatre of-any operations of the kind, the case was found to be different, and the 
want of some means of deciding and marking the village boundaries, iri a more expeditious 
and effectual 'manner than was practicable under existing regulations,_ was so severely felt. 
that Lieutenant W.ingate gave it as his opinion that without it the operations of the survey 
must be comparatively valueless. The' subject has been discussed, at considerable length, 
in the correspondence which preceded my letter No. 147, of the 29th ultimo, in which I 
submitted a draft of an Act for making village boundaries, and decidi.Dg such as were dis
puted, founded, in a great ·measure, on the system which appears to be in force in the North· 
Western Provinces, the manifold advantages of which, as· detailed in the Governor Gene. 
raJ's l~tter to the Hon'ble Court, are sufficiently evident. With the assistance of an enact· 
ment, such as that proposed, the Officers of the Deccan surveys will be enabled to assimilate 
this branch of theiJ: system very closely to that followed in thB North-Western Provinces. 

16. The next step in the system followed in the North-Western Provinces, appears to 
be a scientific survey of the boundaries and areas of every village. showing, in a general wa Y• 
the principal variations of soil and surface. 

17. The objects of this survey a.re apparently chiefly of a geographical and topographical 
nature. It does not ap~ear, that beyond a correct protraction of th3 village area, and of the 

· • Para. 4th of the Right Hon ble the Governor General.' a letter to the Hon'hle Court, No, 3 of August 
18th, 1838, . 0 
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more prominent fea.tttres of the country, mttch correctness is aimed at ; as Mr. Colvin states 
that" as the measurements" (of the fields of every village by the Native Ameens, under 
the general superintendence of the scientific surveyor) " are not subjected to any check, 
" excepting as to the total area., and the extent of its principal subdivisions, by the pro• 
" fessional survey, it is , said that. this part of the work is of little value, •and that these 
" interior village or field measurements have, in fact, to be _done afresh, at a. tiine, ~ be ex._ 
" plained in the. sequel, by the Collector's establishments." I should infer, . indeed, 
from paras. 20 to 25 of the Governor General's letter,. ·that "it was in contemplation to omit 
altogether, at this stage of the process, the delineation of· any but the.very pro~ent &.Jld 
permanent interior features of the village, and, that the scientific survey now only lays down 
the boundary of the village, and the chief geographical features. ' · · · 

18. To this, the first or scientifir~ circuit s~ey of village bo~da.ries, ~ere is :Q.Othin!J 
analogous in the surveys on this side of India., and it appeil.rs to have been from the want 
of it that the Government of India. has been led to express its surprise " to fuld that the 
" operations are so conducted as to be absolutely of nQ value for geographic8.l or topo
" graphical purposes, and, it is to be feared, of little more than temporary and doubtful 
" utility even for merely revenue purpo8es." 

-
-19 

19. Before adverting to the ·question ~d rega.rding the value or otherwise· of the 
data. collected by the Deccan surveys, for topographical and geographical purposes, I .would 
beg to remind Government that all the districts in which Revenue Surveys are BOW going 
on in the Deccan, ha~e been long since Sllrveyed by the Officers formerly unde~ the sup~rin
tendence of Major J opp ; and maps have been compiled,· one or more copies of wp.ich are, . ·. 
I believe, in the office. of every Collector. ' 'these maPs show the Villages, hamlets, nullas, . 
rivers, roads, and all the considera.bl~ inequalities of sm:f~, with great minnteness .; what. 
greater detail, or difference in the scale pf the maps, might be necessary for screntifio Pl!-~'"- . · 
p~ I am not competent to judge. Possibly, if the existing maps are deficient in these 
respects, ()thers might be ~mpiled from the same J;W~.terials, fro~ which; I l!ave always 
understood, maps might be drawn on a scale ve'-ry. much larger than ~osa in use in the 
Collectors' offices, the scale of which is, I believe, fonr. {4) inches to a. mile. Of these 
latter, however, I can speak with safety, tl).a.t they a.re amply sufficient for every purpose_ ' 
for which a. Collector ca.n desire a. map which does not shdw the divisions into fields, .a.nd 
to effect all the purposes- stated in the GovernOr General's letter to the H~n:hle Court, ~ 
among the objects of the professional survey, viz., " to" serve, as it were, as an index to the 

. Not peqnisite lot! • 
. Rer:enue purposes in 
the Deccan. 

" native villa.ge maps, to show at once the position of a. village, its proximity to the market, ; 
'• facilities of communication, and the tract in~ which it lies, which may be marke<J. by 
'' peculiarity of soil, scarce or ablinda.nt means of. irrigation, or ~ther circu.mstances which 
" are found, by experience~ to a.fiect tracts of country or groups of villages." . 

20. But evEJn if it ~ere otherwise, and there were M ~h maps of -~y use as geo~. 
gra.phic&l or topographical documents, I confess'}: cannot think tha.t it, could be charged 
as a fault in the Deccan Surveys that they· did not supply the deficiency. 'They were 
undertaken. solely a.t the instigation of Revenue Officers, wifu no other end in view but · 
that of furnishing Revenue Survey~_ and, ~p to the.presenttime,.the collection and record,. 
of geographic&I and topographical data was never proposed as even a collateral. object. ~ 
· 21. Sti_ll, however, though· in drawing them' out nO' particular referen~ 1V8.8 had ta 
the scientific objects alluded to by the Government of India, the information collected, a.nd 
the village maps made out by the Deccan Revenue Surveys, must be; I should conceive,. 
of considerable value for topographical purp)ses; and .with one of Major· Jopp's maps a.s 
'a g_eneral index, and the village maps, drawn OU:_t. by the Native establishments. in the 
manner hereinafter . to be stated, (and a. specimen of which will be ~ound among the ·a.c· 
companiments,) I own I a.m at a. loss to know what further ca.n ~ required for a.ny present 
practical purpose. However that ·may be, I would beg Government's attention to the 
opinion expressed by both Mr, Goldsmid and Lieutenant Wingate, that, for. revenue 
purposes, a. scientific circuit snrvey of village boundaries, as a preliminary to the present 
operations, could save no part of the labor· and expense of the la.tter,.nor add a.Dything to 
their value ; they could prove no check on fraudulent mism.easurements in a. detailed field 
survey ; since, whatever might be the e~r in individual fields, the field measurers could 
never find any difficulty in making the total of any large a.rea. (to the measurement of «rhich 
the operations of the scientific survey must necessarily be confined) correspond with that . 
brought out by themselves. 

22. I would beg, therefore, to state my full concurrence in the opinion expressed by 
Messrs. Goldsinid and Wingate, that the expediency or otherwise of grafting on the 
present operations a professional survey of village boundaries, similar to that of the 
North-Western Provinces, should be considered solely with regard to its necesSity for 
topographical and other scientific purposes ; as it would add enormously to the expense, 
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without in any degree adding to the value of the Revenue Survey, a& 1uch ; and should ita 
execution, when considered on such grounds, be deemed advisable, I would beg Govern
ment's attention to the opinion expressed by Lieutenant Wingate, that as its previous 
execution would not have saved one rupee of the expense, or a. single detail of the present 
Revenue Suney, so no alteration in the system of the latter would have saved any of the 
labor or expanse incident on a scientific survey of village boundaries. 

23. For further details on this point~ne of the most important raised by the 
- Government of India on the present occasion-I would beg to refer to the parts of the 

correspondence now forwarded, which are specified below.• 

24. The ne~t step in the system pursued in the North-Western Provinces, appears 
to be the transfer of the results of his labors, by the scientific surveyor, into the hands of 
the settling Officer, and before showing by what means the necessary maps and returns for 
the foundation of an equitable assessment are obtained in the Deccall, I would say a few 
words on the objections to entrtJsting the s~vey-and assessment to one and the same clas!l 
of Officers. The disadvantages of such a combination of duties are pointed out in Mr. 
Colvin's note, viz., a tendency to ~ the demand of revenue too much 1Jpon speculative and 
uncertain grounds, and consequent over-assessment. 

. . 
25. The means. which are here taken to guard against this result, which is justly 

termed the worst which can follow any attempt at assessment, will be pointed out when 
we come to consider the mode in which the assessment is fixed. I will here only explain 
why I do not apprehend any such consequence from entrusting the two ·operations to the 
samo Agent, in the survey under Lieutenant Wingate. 

26. It will be in Government's recollection that at the commencement of the revision 
of Mr. Pringle's survey, the system followed in the North-Western Provinces was so far 
acted on that Lieutenants Wingate and Nash were sent as Survey Officers under thA 
~eneral superintendence of Mr. Goldsmid, by whom the settlements were to be made. 
When the latter Officer quitted the superintendence of the work in that part of the Deccan, 
Lieutenant Wingate was selected to succeed him, not from any insensibility to the general 
~vantages of having the two duties of Surveyor and Settlement Officer conducted by 
separate individuals, but from the very peculiar qualifications which Lieutenant Wingate 
pad manifested as a practical Revenue Officer-the intimate acquaintance he had obtained 
with the districts to l:)e surveye!}., and with the views and plans of Mr. Goldsmid-all 
which circ]Jmstances, I. believe, led Government to the conclusion that no one was better 
fitted to carry on the latter geutlell).an's d~ty. as Settlement Officer, than Lieutenant 
Wingate. How far' this conclusion •has been justified by the mode in which Lieutenant 
Wingate has discharged the duty entrusted to him, I need hardly stop to point out, Gov. 
ernment having so decidedly expressed its approbation, at almost every step of his pro
peedings; b~t I may l)e allowed to remark, that the result has certainly not been over-as
sessment, as far as we can at present judge ; the only fault that any of the local Revenue 
Officers have folJ.nd, or rather expressed their apprehension of, has been that the assessment 
:was too low. Had this apprehension been well founded, it might have been an instance 
.of the kind alluded to by Mr. Colvin, where Government did not get the whole of its fair 
revenue, and. would, as he justly remarks, have been overblariced by the prospect of escap
ing the contrary and greater evil ; but where in the case in question, further inquiry 
showed that the effect of the reduction in the nominal assessment had been to give such 
an impulse to agricl]ltural industry, and so to extend cultivation, tha.t the sacrifice of 
revenue was merely temporary, an!l that sometimes, before more than a single season had 
elapsed, Government derived from the district an actually larger revenue than ihe average of 
their former collections, paid without the slightest difficulty' or distress, it became evident 
that the fear of Government's having suffered even a. temporary loss, in extending relief 
to the over-tued cultiv:ators was groundless. On this point, I would beg more particular. 
ly to refer to the parts of. Mr. Goldsmid's and Lieutenant Wingate's letters noted in the 
margin, and to almost every para. of their Joint Report, and will only further remark,-lst, 
that the practice followed here, of requiring all the Survey Reports and propositions 
regarding the assessment to l)e forwarded through the Collector, secures sufficient check 
against over-assessment, provided the Collector be even less qualified for his situation 
than • wo1]ld be required if he were to be made, as it appears he frequently is in the 
North-West ProvinCE!s, the Settlement Officer; and 2ndly, that the survey under 
Lieutenant Wingate is the only one in which the two dq.ties of Survey and Settlement 
Officer are _combined, 1!-Ild that, whenever the state of the public service may admit of 

• Paras. 7 to 9 of Lieutenant Wingate's lett~r of December 30th. 
Paras. 49 to 51 of the Joint Report of Measl'll. Goldamid and Wingate, and paras. 5 and 7 of Mr. 

-Goldsmid'a Report of the 16th of December, forwarded with my letter No. 52, of the 8th ultimo. 
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an addition to the number of his assessments, so as to make his duties as Superintendent and 
Settlement Officer more onerous, and his services as a Surveyor less necessary to the completion 
of the work within a reasonable period, there can be no difficulty in confining his attention 
exclusively to the former class of his duties, by placing the surveying and assessing establish
ment, now under his immediate control, under that of one of his .Assistants. In theN a.ssick 
survey, as Government is well aware, the survey is conducted by Officers under Mr. Goldsmid, 
whose duties are those of Superintendent and Settlement Officer; and in his plan for a sur
vey of the Southern Mahrntta Country, submitf,ed with his letter dated the 16th December 
last, he proposed that the two branches should be kept perfectly distinct. . 
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27. It is unnecessary that I should euter.into any lengthened detail to show how the Governor General's 
hi h letter, para. 32, and 

maps and other documents, which are to furnish the data for the settlement, and w c Mr. Colvin's note, 
would, in the N. W, Provinces, be in part prepared by the professional survey, are provided para. 4. 
in the Deccan, a.s the sketch of the operations of their establishments, given by Messrs, Gold- . . Preparation of vil

lage maps, meBlijlre
smid and Lieutenant Wingate in those parts of their Reports :poted in the margin, will explain menta, and mode of 
better than any abridgment I could offer, the whole course of operations,-the provision of testing ditto. · 

Lieut. Wingate's Re
good field boundaries, the measurement of the individual fields, and the mode in which those port of Dec. 30th. 
measurements are recorded, the plotting each field roughly in field book, and the subsequent t:'; 12 to 20; Joint 
transfer of it to its proper place in the village map, and, more especially, the mode in which 8. GoU:!;i~R~~~f 
certain portion of the work, in every village, is tested by the European Officers, in a. way to Dec. 16th, para 2nd; 

f hi h ha b . d do. on Uhandore, 
render as certain as possible the detection o any error w c may ve _ een comDlltte . ~ 39 to 61, (this 

d d, fro th b • d 18 the Report for-
28. I would beg, however, not to be un erstoo m e o serva.tions conta.ine in ,warded with my let-

paras. 24 to 26, as expressing an opinion that it is at all desirable to .entrust the superintend- terN o. :49, of the 9th. 

ence of the survey, and duty of making the settlements, to different Officers. n undoubtedly- January). 
is desirable that the Settlement Officers should no~ be burdened with the immediate super-;~ 
intendence of any of the Native surveying and classifying establishments; but I would 
certainly recommend that the survey department should be subjected to the control of the 
Officer entrusted with the settlements as, by no other arrangement can we ensure that. the 
survey ·establishment should procure the information required of the kind, and in the shape,. 
most u~ful of the Settlement Officer~ In the Broach and Guzerat survey we have an exa.in.ple. 
of the evils of a. contrary mode of proceeding. Though the scientific pa.rt of the w:ork was 
most ably executed, and the statistical and other information collected, · most minute and 
extensive, it is to this day comparatively useless, owing to the operations having been con-. 
ducted without any reference to, or connexion with, the local Revenue Officers, so that the 
object of supplying the wants of the latter, by forming a founda.tios·for future revenue settle-
ments, was frequently lost sight of. This could not have been. the case had the Officers, 

· like those of the Deccan survey, been constantly reminded that the end an!i object of their· 
·'labors was to propose a new assessment, and that they must be prepared, not only to defend 

their propositions in theory, hQ.t to submit them to the test of being immediately put in 
practice. Nor, indeed, does the course I have recommended seem at variance with that. 
followed in theN. W. Provinces. where the scientific survey seems to suppiy many of the 
data of a more general description, which are made use of by 'the Settlement Officers. .All 
the measurements, &c., which are more immediately used in the settlements, a.re either made' 
or tested by the establishments under their own immediate superintendence. 

29. .As this is a. branch of the work, the co~ess or otherwise of which admits of~. 
being at once correctly tested, I would beg Government's particular attention to paras. 50· 
and 51, and note Z of Mr. Goldsmid's Report on Chandore, as a. specimen of the extent and . 
nature of the errors detected respectively by the European and Native testers of the· mea-
surements; and would remark that, though it is, of course, within the bounds of possibility· 
that an error may remain undetected by either of these_ successive tests, the probability ·of 
its being so is reduced a.s low as appears practically possible; and that the system of subject. · 
ing a certain fixed portion of the measurements of every village to such a strict revision- · · 
that portion" being selected in a manner which ni.akes it impossible to say what particular· 
fields will be re-examined-must render any thing like systematic wilful fraud almost im-
practicable by increasing ~o greatly the likelihood of its being detected. 

30. Before quitting the subject of the measurements, I would again beg that it may be 
borne in mind, that in all the districts of the old J>rincipal Collectorate of Poona to which 
Lieutenant Wingate's operations have been hitherto chiefly confined, the me&surements of Mr. 
Pringle's survey have been, in general, adopted; and that, in this part of the work, the duty . 
of Lieutenant Wingate's establishment has been chiefly confined to testing, and, where neces
sary, correcting the measurements as already made and recorded by Mr. Pringle's survey. 

31. The next step is to claJJttifiJ the land, which is effected in the manner ·described at 
length in t_hose pa_rta of the anne_xed ~ocuments mentioned in the margin. I would particularly 
beg attention to L1eutena.nt DaVIdson s Memorandum on this subject (which forms IUlAppendix 
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to Mr. Goidsmid's Chandore &port), as a very clear explanation of a process, sufficiently 
simple in itself, but which, from a general description, might be supposed to be somewhat 
complicated and intricate; and also to the 9th to 14 paras. of l\Iessrs. Goldsmid and Win
gate's Joint Report, which are chiefly intended to show that the objections taken by the 
Board of Revenue for the North-Western Provinces, against the system of classification 
followed in Sir Thomas Munroe's Survey in the l\Iadras territories, do not apply to that 
followed in the Surveys now in progress in the Deccan. 

32. The whole of the information thus obtained is recorded in convenient fortns for 
reference; and, during the progress of these varions operations, the peculiar facilities which 
are offered to the ofllcers employed are taken advantage of to obtain and record a great 
amount of statistical information, more detailed and correct, as may easily be supposed, than 
would be obtainable in any other way; all old documents, snch as Sunnnds, &c., connected 
with the land, and useful in showing tle tennre on which it is now, or has been held and 
assessed, are registered and described, and, when important, copied . 

33. It will be seen, then, from a pernsal of tho~e parts of the documents to which 1 
have more especially referred, that at the point where the duty of the Settlement Officer in 
the North-Western Provinces begins, the Officer in the Deccan Survey have collected a mass 
of data considerably more detailed and minute than those required for a settlement in the 
North-Western Provinces, for the obviotis reason that thenatnreof theprevailingtenurein 
the Deccan requires that the settlement should be considerably more in detail, than, to judge 
from the documents with which I have been favored, is thought necessary in the North 
Western Provinces. I trust, however, that Government will, at the same time, be satisfied 
that this greater minuteness of detail has not been carried to such a length as in any way to 
render it a matter of difficulty to satisfy the superintending authority of the correctness of 
the work performed. This fault, one of the most prominent ones of Mr. Pringle's survey, is 
one which has been most carefully guarded against in the present operations; and I would beg 
particularly to point out that where minute correctness is attempted, it is not, as in l\Ir. Prin
gle's survey, and in many of those to which the observations in the letter from the Sudur 
Board of Revenue refer, in estimates of produce and expenses, profits, rents, &c., but in 
measll!'ements and classification, were, with due care, a very high degree of correctness is 
very easily attainable, and is of the greatest importance to the fairness of the assessment. That 
such care has been taken, Government will; I trnst, be statisfied, when the precautions which 
are taken to prevent error or fraud, and the repeated and severe test to which the work is 
subjected at every step, are Ul,ken into consideration. On this point I would more particularly 
beg attention to those parts of the documents now submitted which are noted in the margin. 

34. Furnished with the data thus procured, the Superintendent of the Survey pro
ceeds to the last and the most difficult of the operations with which he is charged, viz., to 
fix the assessment which is to be ievied; and the mode in which this is effected will be 
found very fully explained in the documents tO which I have so often ha~ occasion to refer, • 
a perusal of which Will; I trust, satisfy the Government of India that, so far from the assess
ment now in progress in the Deccan being based on speculative and uncertain grounds, or 
npon conjectnra~ calculations and estimates, as would appear to be apprehended by the 
Government of India, it is deduced n·om a consideration of all the particulars mentioned in 
the documents which relate to the North-Western S~ey, as allowed weight in fixing 
the Jummas in the settlement of those Provinces, ~d this consideration is more especially 
extended to the past realizations of revenue. 

35. When all his inquiries are concluded, the Superintendent of the Snrvey submits 
to Government, through the Collector and Revenue Commissioner, Reports from himself 
and his Assistants, who may have been entrtisted with the immediate superintendence of 
the measurements and classification. In these Reports are stated, generally, the result of 
.the survey, with a description of the districts, and of any peculiarities in the soil, climate, 
population, state of agriculture, &c. &c., ~hich are likely to affect its assessment, together 
with a particular history of its past revenue management and realizations, elucidated by 
diagrams, which show- at a glance the proportions which the culpivation, assessment, and 
the collections have borne to one another during our occupation of the country; and by 
tables of prices, population, stock, &c., derived from the statistical information which has 
been collected; and stating, as clearly as is possible in such an operation, the reasons for 
the rates of assessment which the Superintendent proposes. 

36. The Collector and Revenue Commissioner, in forwarding these Reports, have an oppor
tunity of bringing the conclusions of the Superintendent to the test of such local knowledge 
and experience as they may possess ; and, if the propriety of adopting the rates proposed be 

• Mr. Goldsmid's Chandore Report, paras. 83 to 89. 
Ditto letter of the 16th December, No. 154, paras. 2 to 4; Joint Report, paras. 15 to 17; Lieut. 

Wingate's Report of December 30th, paras. 3 to 5 and 26, 
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made out to Government's satisfaction the Survey Officers proceed to d~w up, fro~ the 
returns of classification statements showing the rent at which each field is thereafter to be 
H"osessed, at• least during the term of thirty years for which it has been deelared that the 

. present assessment shall remain in force. 
I 

37. As aU that the Government of India required was a clear and precise explana~ 
tion "of the duty assigned to the several parties in the business of survey and settlement, 
" and of the safeguards on which reason\ble reliance can be placed against excessive assess
"ment." I trust that the documents above referred to will be found to contain the 
information desired, especially Mr. Goldsmid's Report on Chandore (forwarded with my 
letter No. 52, of the 8th January last), and Lieutenant Wingate's, now submitted; but 88 

it is impossible to say beforehand what points we may have left obscure, from their relat-, 
ing to local peculiarities which are familiar to us, and appear t~erefore to require no 
explanation, I would resfectfnlly beg that any such deficiencies which may be apparent 
should be pointed out, a. final judgment on the point being deferred pending the receipt of 
what I confidently hope will_prove a. satisfactory explanation. 

38. Of th~ result of operations which have been so lately com~enced ~d so ~~nent~ 
ly internipted by the remova.1 of the· Officers employed, when their Regiments proceeded 
on active service, it would, perhaps, be premature now to speak; but I may be permitted 
to allude to the very general satisfaction which has been expressed by the parties more 
immediately concerned-the cultivating Rynts-in every district in which operations have 
been commenced, and to the Uniformly concttrrent. testimony of all the local Revenufi! 
Officers, to the impruse which haB been imparted to agricultural industry; 

39. ·The operations of the survey m~st, in my opinion, be eXtended to a very much 
larger tract before ·any safe conclusions can be dr&wn from its Tesults ; but when in cfist,ricts 
the cultivation of which haB been long declming,"and heavy balances of revenue accumn~ 
lating, we flnd that though the nominal assessment has been greatly :reduced, cul~vation 
becomes so extended as to recompense, and sometimes exceed, in the first and second season 
the very heavy sacrifice which Government had made in reducing the Jttmina. on the land 
in cultivation at the time the survey commenced. When this is e:ffeckd at the same time 
that the greatest pains are taken to prevent any artificial inducement to extend· cultiv~ 
tion, and when by setting up claims which had long been allowed to be _dormant, and 
by resorting to va.r;ious expedients to obtain possession of land. which they cannot 
hope to cultivate for several seasons to come, the Rynts show that they consider the land 

- to have acquired a value which it did not before possess, I cannot but think that whatever 
may be the fault of our system in other respects, we may safely take credit for having 
avoided that most fatal one of overassessment, the correction of which was the' chief 
object of commenci~Jg the present operations. 

40. liy reply to tbe questions put in the 2nd para. of your letter under reply, has 
been anticipated by the foregoing observations. For every purpose for which a. Revenue 
Officer ca.n desire a map, those a.lrea.dy furnished by the late Survey under Major Jopp, \ 
and those now making out by the Deccan Revenue Surveys of which a specimen is 
annexP.d, seem to me amply sufficient.; and if any thing lD.Ore accurate or detailed be 
required, it must be, I conclude, for some purpose of specnla.tive science, on the necessity or 
otherwise of which I am not required to express an opinion. 

41. In conclusion, I would bt>g Government's particular attention to the 27th and 
28th paras. of Lieutenant Wingate's Report. . I have already respeotfnlly ~ndered my 
opinion as to the inadequacy of the pay a.llowed both to the Superintendent and his . 
A!'Sistants, and will, therefore, here only express my hope that the Hon'ble the Governor. 
in Council may see fit to take the present opportunity pf requesting the sanction of the 
Supreme Government to paying the Survey Officers in these provinces on the same scale 
as that allowed to Officera similarly employed in other parts of India. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 

(Signed) J. VIB.A.RT, 
Revenue Commmissioner. 

Reren1~ Commissioner's Camp, Bombay, 15th February 1841.. 
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